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ABSTRACT OF THESIS  
 
 
 
 
PHENOTYPIC AND GENOTYPIC SELECTION FOR HEAD SCAB 
RESISTANCE IN WHEAT 
 
 
Fusarium Head Blight (FHB) is a destructive disease caused by Fusarium 
graminearum that affects wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) worldwide. Breeding for 
resistance to FHB is arguably the best way to combat this disease. However, FHB 
resistance is highly complex and phenotypic screening is difficult. Molecular markers are 
a promising tool but breeding programs face the challenge of allocating resources in such 
a way that the optimum balance between phenotypic and genotypic selection is reached 
An F2:3 population derived from a resistant x susceptible cross was subjected to 
phenotypic and genotypic selection. For phenotyping, a novel air separation method was 
used to measure percentage of damaged kernels (FDK). Heritability estimates were 
remarkably high, which was attributed to the type of cross and the quality of 
phenotyping. Genotypic selection was done by selecting resistance alleles at quantitative 
trait loci (QTL) on the 3BS (Fhb1) and the 2DL chromosomes. Fhb1 conferred a 
moderate but stable FHB resistance while the 2DL QTL conferred a surprisingly high 
level of resistance but with significant interaction with the environment. Phenotypic 
selection conferred higher or lower genetic gains than genotypic selection, depending on 
the selection intensity. Based on these results, different selection strategies are discussed. 
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Chapter1 
 
Introduction 
 
Fusarium Head Blight (FHB), caused by Fusarium graminearum, is one of the 
most damaging diseases in wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) worldwide. It affects wheat 
production in several different ways: yield reduction, quality diminution and mycotoxin 
contamination (Bai and Shaner, 1994; Mc Mullen et al., 1997). Grain contamination with 
the mycotoxin deoxynivalenol (DON) is caused by FHB  and it has been a growing 
concern due to the hazard that it poses to the food and feed safety, as well as the 
economic losses associated with it (McMullen et al., 1997). During the 1990’s, 
devastating outbreaks of FHB occurred in United States, severely damaging wheat 
production and significantly harming the economy of affected areas (McMullen et al., 
1997; Windels, 2000). The increased frequency and severity of the outbreaks is related, in 
part, to the increased usage of reduced tillage practices, which increased the amount of 
crop residue and allows the fungus to produce more inoculum (McMullen et al., 1997; 
Shaner, 2003).  
The development of resistant wheat varieties is considered to be the best strategy 
to control the disease (McMullen et al., 1997; Rudd et al., 2001). However, resistance to 
FHB is highly complex, associated with undesirable agronomic characteristics and 
significantly affected by the environment, making FHB resistance breeding a very 
difficult undertaking (Bai and Shaner, 2004). Historically, the selection process for 
resistance to head scab has been based on phenotypic evaluation of disease incidence and 
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severity in the field, followed by estimation of percentage of Fusarium damaged kernels 
(FDK) and DON content in grain after harvest (Bai and Shaner 1994). However, 
phenotypic evaluation of FHB is time consuming, costly and often inaccurate. Moreover, 
phenotypic expression of FHB resistance is greatly affected by the weather (Bai and 
Shaner, 2004). Given these facts, molecular markers offer a highly useful tool for FHB 
resistance breeding (Kolb et al., 2001; Van Sanford et al., 2001; Bai and Shaner, 2004). 
Many molecular markers have been reported to be linked to quantitative trait loci (QTL) 
associated with FHB resistance (Bai and Shaner, 2004). These markers can be used to 
detect the presence or absence of FHB resistance alleles at the QTL and facilitate 
genotypic selection of individuals in carrying those alleles. Although maker-based 
selection is a highly valuable tool for FHB resistance breeding, it has to work together 
with phenotypic screening and cannot replace it completely (Van Sanford et al., 2001; 
Wilde et al., 2007). Thus, FHB breeding programs face the challenge of allocating 
resources in such a way that the optimum balance between phenotypic and genotypic 
selection is reached.  
This study was conducted to compare phenotypic and genotypic selection for 
FHB resistance, aiming to determine which should be the role of each type of selection in 
wheat breeding programs. Other objectives of this work were to study the introgression of 
the resistance derived from FHB-resistant cultivar VA01W-476 into Kentucky adapted 
germplasm and evaluating a novel way of assessing FHB by FDK measured through air 
separation. 
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Chapter2 
 
Literature Review 
 
Economical Importance of Fusarium Head Blight 
Fusarium Head Blight (FHB) is a highly destructive disease caused by Fusarium 
graminearum Schwabe [teleomorph = Gibberella zeae (Schw.) Petch] in wheat (Triticum 
aestivum L.and T.durum L.) and barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) throughout the world.  The 
first description of FHB was made in 1884 in England and it was considered to be a 
major hazard to the production of small grains during the early years of the 20th  century 
(Stack, 1999; 2003). An outbreak of FHB was reported to have occurred in Indiana in 
1890 associated with important yield loss in wheat (Arthur, 1891; Bai and Shaner, 1994). 
Severe FHB epidemics have been reported throughout United States, Canada, South 
America, Europe and Asia during the twentieth century (McMullen, et al. 1997). Being a 
noticeably weather dependant disease, the occurrence FHB outbreaks varies considerably 
among years and regions. During the 1990’s, devastating outbreaks of FHB occured in 
the United States, significantly harming economically and sociologically the affected 
areas. In 1993 alone, losses due to FHB in the small grain producing region of Minnesota, 
North Dakota, South Dakota and Manitoba were estimated in the range of $1 billion 
(McMullen et al., 1997). Other major North American epidemics occurred in 1991 and 
1996 (McMullen et al.,  1997). Social impacts of FHB outbreakes include human 
hardship, farmers’ financial ruin, growers going out of business and small town business 
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crises in the communities of the northern Great Plains of United States (Windels, 2000). 
The increase in FHB epidemics occurrence are considered to be due to: (i) changes in 
weather patterns , (ii) a higher proportion of land planted using conservation tillage, (iii) a 
higher acreage planted to susceptible host crops, and (iv) low levels of FHB resistance 
among varieties (McMullen et al., 1997; Dill-Macky and Jones, 2000).  
Wheat production is affected by FHB in several ways:   
(i)Yield Reduction: Kernels affected by FHB are smaller and lighter, producing a 
direct reduction in yield. Additional yield loss occurs when damaged kernels are expelled 
during combining (Bai and Shaner, 1994). 
(ii)Quality diminution: Damaged kernels that are not discarded during harvest reduce 
the test weight of the grain, diminishing its market quality (McCullen et al., 1997).  
(iii)Mycotoxin contamination: A major concern associated to FHB in wheat and 
barley is the production of mycotoxins, namely deoxynivalenol (DON). DON is known to 
cause feeding problems in non-ruminant animals. It also represents a hazard to human 
health, especially when there is a high level of exposure to it. Thus, DON production in 
damaged grains exacerbates the losses caused by FHB (Mc Mullen et al., 1997).       
Fusarium Head Blight Characteristics 
Fusarium graminearum Schw. (teleophorm: Gibberella zeae Schw.& Petch) is an 
ascomycete fungus known to be the main causal agent of FHB in wheat and barley in 
North America (Stack, 1999; Liddell, 2003). Many other species of Fusarium are known 
to cause head scab, such as  F. culmorum, F. avenaceum  and F. poae, some of which are 
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major causal agents of FHB in various regions of the world (Gale, 2003). Fusarium 
graminearum was classified into two groups based on the place on the plant where it 
produces the disease and its ability to form perithecia: one of the groups (Group 1) hardly 
ever form perithecia and is responsible for wheat crown rot, while the other group (Group 
2) readily produces perithecia and is associated with head blight (Bushnell et al., 2003). 
Currently, isolates that produce crown rot in wheat (Group 1) are classified as a separate 
species, Gibberella coronicola Aoki & O’Donnell (anamorph: F. pseudograminearum) 
(Aoki & O'Donnell, 1999). 
Fusarium graminearum has a broad range of hosts on which it can survive, 
including wheat, barley, corn and rice. The fungus can also survive saprophytically in the 
crop debris on the soil (Bai and Shaner, 1994; 2004). Ascospores, macroconidia, hyphal 
fragments or chlamydospores are all viable inoculum. However, ascospores produced in 
perithecia on plant residues are the main source of inoculum responsible for FHB 
epidemics (Shaner, 2003; Bai and Shaner, 2004). The wet and warm spring environment 
favor the development and maturation of perithecia in the superficial debris at the same 
time as the plants of wheat flower. Once ascospores are released they are readily 
dispersed by wind or rain-splash (Parry et al., 1995). The spores that land on the spikes 
germinate and colonize the spikelets mainly through the anthers (Parry et al., 1995). The 
fungus may also infect the spikelets entering through stomates, openings between lemma 
and palea, or through the base of wheat glumes (Bushnell et al. 2003). After infecting one 
floret, the fungus spreads to other spikelets in the same head mainly trough vascular 
bundles in the rachilla and rachis (Bushnell et al., 2003). Fusarium graminearum appears 
to have an initial brief biotrophic interaction with the host during which the recently 
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invaded tissue remains fully functional. Subsequently, it will shift to a necrotrophic stage 
associated with tissue senescence and most likely mediated by mycotoxins (Bushnell et 
al. 2003). 
  Soon after the infection, brown water-soaked lesions appear in glumes of 
infected spikelets, which eventually become entirely blighted. Also, under humid 
conditions, pink mold can be seen on the surface of the glumes. Later in the season, black 
raised spots formed by perithecia may appear (Bai and Shaner, 1994). When the infection 
occurs in early stages, the fungus normally kills the florets and there is no kernel 
development (Stack, 1999). In later infections, florets develop into damaged kernels 
known as “tombstones” or “scabby” kernels. Scabby kernels are smaller than normal, 
shriveled and pale white in color. Infections after grain filling may not affect kernel 
development, but those normal looking kernels may still contain high levels of DON 
(Stack, 1999).  
Deoxynivalenol Production and Impact 
In 1972, a strong mycotoxin of the trichothecene family called deoxynivalenol 
was isolated from F. graminearum in barley in Japan (Desjardins, 2006). Since then, the 
production of DON has been reported in many strains of F. graminearum in cereal crops 
throughout the world (Desjardins, 2006). DON is also known as vomitoxin, since it 
causes vomiting in nonruminant animals, and it is associated to serious feeding problems 
(McMullen et al., 1997). As FHB outbreaks become more recurrent and severe, DON 
production has become a major concern due to its negative effects on animal production 
and the hazard that it potentially represents for human health (McMullen et al., 1997). 
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The level of DON concentration in grain is extremely variable and difficult to predict, 
since it depends on the wheat variety, the fungal genotype and the environmental 
conditions (Mesterhazy et al., 1999). In the USA, the FDA imposed advisory levels of 
DON content in wheat for human and animal consumption. According to this regulation, 
the maximum amount of DON allowed for wheat or wheat products is 1 ppm when 
destined for human consumption, 5 ppm for swine and 10 ppm for ruminants and 
chickens (http://www.gipsa.usda.gov/GIPSA/documents/GIPSA_Documents/b-
vomitox.pdf; verified 10 November 2008). The European Commission also proposed 
setting maximum levels of DON in 0.75 ppm in grain and 0.5 ppm in cereal based 
products (Champeil, et al. , 2004).  
On the other hand, studies suggest that DON seems to have an important role in 
the infection process: although it is not required for FHB infections to occur, it is 
considered to increase the virulence of the fungus. In their study, Desjardins et al. (1996) 
used a mutant strain of the fungus that had Tri5 (a gene from the trichothecene 
biosynthesis pathway) disrupted and, therefore, did not produce trichothecenes. They 
found that the mutant strain had a lower virulence and produced significantly lower level 
of FHB than the non-mutant type in wheat heads, concluding that trichothecenes are 
somehow involved in the development of the disease. 
Environmental factors affecting FHB 
As discussed previously, plant debris represents the major source of primary 
inoculum. Thus, the amount of crop residue in the field will most likely increase the 
quantity of primary inoculum, which will subsequently increase the incidence of FHB 
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(Shaner, 2003).  Recently, Maiorano et al. (2008) reported a high correlation (R2=0.848) 
between the amount of previous crop residues on the surface of the soil and its first 10 cm 
layer, and DON concentration in grain.  
Environmental conditions play a key role in the occurrence of epidemics.  
Moisture appears to be the main factor affecting the occurrence of FHB epidemics. 
According to Stack (1999): “Given a wet environment for an extended time, even a low 
inoculum level or a suboptimal temperature may not prevent FHB”. Besides humidity, 
temperature is the other major environmental factor influencing FHB. Parry et al. (1995) 
reported that optimum FHB infection occurs after at least 24 h of humid and warm 
(25°C) conditions. The first process affected by the environment is the production of 
primary inoculum. The optimum temperature for ascospores production has been 
reported to be between 25 and 28°C (Sutton, 1982). Light of less than 320 nm also 
appears to stimulate the formation of perithecia (Tschanz et al. 1976). Moisture appears 
to be required only for perithecia formation and maturation, but not for ascospore release 
(Shaner, 2003).  Spore dispersal is mainly affected by wind and rainfall (Parry et al. 
1995; Shaner, 2003). Finally, spore germination, fungal growth and subsequently host 
infection is affected by temperature and wetness (Shaner, 2003). 
 Another important factor that affects the development of the disease is the host 
growth stage.  Flowering or anthesis is the period when wheat heads are most susceptible 
to F. graminearum infection and they remain susceptible in a gradually declining degree 
until the soft dough stage (Bushnell et al. 2003).  
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Management practices used to control FHB 
Several control practices have been reported to reduce the impact of FHB in 
wheat production. Among them the most important are: use of resistant varieties, 
fungicide application, crop rotation and residue management (Champeil, et al., 2004; 
McMullen, et al., 2008). The development and use of resistant varieties is arguably the 
single best strategy to control the disease (McMullen et al., 1997; Rudd et al., 2001) and 
will be studied more deeply later in this chapter. 
The effect of fungicide applications is variable and hard to predict, since it does 
not only depend on the active ingredient applied but also on the timing and method of 
application (Champeil et al. 2004). There is no fungicide available capable of  very 
effective control, as has been the case for other diseases like rust or powdery mildew 
(Mesterhazy, 2003). Spraying methodology and time of application are of key importance 
(Mesterhazy, 2003). Predictive models capable of forecasting FHB epidemics based on 
environmental variables can be a useful tool for improving the efficacy of fungicide 
applications (Rossi et al., 2003). In the model developed by Rossi et al. (2003) the FHB 
daily infection risk is estimated based on simulated spore production, dispersion of spores 
and infection of plants. This simulation model was based on weather data and wheat 
growth stage information and it produced two indices: risk of FHB on wheat and risk of 
mycotoxins in grain. The first validations of the model were reported to be satisfactory. 
In a recent study, Pradini et al. (2008) reviewed FHB forecasting models that have been 
developed in several American and European countries, concluding that more research is 
still needed to make explanatory FHB models with a high predictive capacity.   
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The effect of crop rotation on FHB infection depends on the preceding crop and 
on the frequency of host crops in the rotation. Both when the preceding crop is a potential 
a host for F. graminearum and when the frequency of such crops is high in the rotation, 
the impact of FHB will be higher (Champeil et al. 2004). For instance, Dill-Macky and 
Jones (2000) reported that DON content in wheat planted after corn was on average 50% 
higher than in wheat planted after soybeans. Thus, the mixture of maize and small cereal 
grains in the rotation creates a particularly favorable scenario for FHB epidemics (Stack, 
1999).  
Agricultural practices for reducing crop residue represent another way of 
diminishing the impact of FHB. In a recent study, Maiorano et al. (2008) studied the 
effect of tilling and residue removal on FHB symptoms and DON production. Residue 
removal was associated to a significant (α<0.05) reduction of 38% in DON concentration 
in wheat grain. Although it was not statistically significant, DON reduction due to tilling 
was noteworthy: DON contamination in grain from tilled plots was on average 44% 
lower than in no tilled plots. The authors concluded that both stalk bailing (i.e. residue 
removal) and ploughing can be effective strategies for reducing FHB, especially when 
wheat is planted after corn. 
Despite the significant effect that each of these management strategies have by 
themselves, the use of only one of them is not enough to reduce FHB severity and 
mycotoxin contamination to the required levels in highly epidemic years. Therefore, the 
use of multiple management strategies as an integrated system is considered to be the best 
approach to combat the disease (McMullen et al. 2008). 
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Breeding for FHB Resistance 
Breeding for FHB resistance in wheat is considered to be the best control strategy 
against the disease (McMullen et al., 1997; Ruckenbauer et al. 2001; Rudd et al., 2001). 
However, the complexity of the resistance, the multiple associations with undesired 
agronomic characteristics in the currently available sources of FHB resistance, the effect 
of the environment on the resistance expression and the difficulties in assessing the 
disease have made the development of highly FHB resistant varieties a very difficult 
endeavor (Bai and Shaner, 2004). Taking into account that it is such a difficult task, 
commendable progress has been accomplished (Griffey et al., 2008). However, the 
development of cultivars with competitive agronomic characteristics and high levels of 
scab resistance still represents a great challenge for the wheat breeding community (Bai 
and Shaner, 2004).  
There is substantial evidence to support the occurrence of transgressive 
segregation for FHB resistance in wheat (Jiang et al. 1994; Waldron et al., 1999; 
Buerstmayer et al., 2000; Rudd et al., 2001). For instance, resistant cultivars Sumai-3 and 
Ernie were derived from a cross between significantly less resistant parents (McKendry et 
al. 1995; Rudd et al. 2001). Also, Van Ginkel et al. (1996) reported the occurrence of 
transgressive segregation for FHB resistance in the progeny derived from a cross between 
resistant cultivars Frontana and Ning 7840 and attributed it to the presence of two 
different resistance genes in each variety. As Bai and Shaner (1994) pointed out, the 
presence of resistance genes on different chromosomes supports the notion of 
transgressive segregation, since different parents may contribute FHB resistance genes 
located in different parts of the wheat genome.          
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 Breeding methods like the pedigree method or the single seed descent method are 
commonly used for FHB resistance breeding (Rudd et al. 2001). Recurrent selection can 
be a successful strategy for FHB resistance breeding by accumulating resistance genes 
from different sources (Jiang et al. 1994; 2006). Rudd et al. (2001) suggested that the 
backcross method might be difficult to be employed as a breeding strategy due to the 
influence of the genetic background on the expression of the resistance to FHB.  
Host Resistance to FHB in Wheat 
Resistance to FHB is known to be complex and significantly affected by the 
environment (Rudd et al. 2001). The mechanisms of resistance to FHB have not been 
well characterized but, as Bai and Shaner (2004) suggested: “resistance probably involves 
a complex and interacting network of signaling pathways”. Resistance to FHB is 
considered to be predominantly additive (Bai and Shaner, 1994; Buerstmayer et al., 2000; 
Rudd et al. 2001), although dominance effect might be significant as well (Hall and Van 
Sanford, 2003). Many genes appear to be associated with FHB resistance. A recent 
review reported that quantitative trait loci (QTL) were found in all the wheat 
chromosomes but the 7D chromosome (Buerstmayr et al., 2009). Another factor that adds 
complexity to the FHB resistance is the interaction among genes. For instance, in a study 
by Pumphrey et al. (2007), the major FHB resistance allele known as Fhb1 was 
introgressed into thirteen genetic backgrounds. Surprisingly, in one out of the thirteen 
genetic backgrounds the resistance allele showed a negative effect, suggesting the 
presence of an unfavorable interaction between Fhb1 and other genes present in that line. 
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Heritability estimates for FHB resistance have been reported in several studies 
with inconsistent results. Snijders (1990) reported heritability estimates of FHB 
resistance in F2 populations ranging from 0.05 to 0.89 for FHB ratings. Heritability 
estimates by Miedaner et al. (2003) for an F3 population were 0.71 for DON and 0.83 for 
FHB ratings. Buerstmayr et al. (2000) calculated heritabilities higher than 0.75 in F4:5 and 
F4:6 populations for FHB resistance assessed using the area under the disease progress 
curve (AUDPC). Broad sense heritability for three wheat populations by Verges et al. 
(2006) ranged from 0.30 to 0.33 for severity and from 0.16 to 0.20 for FDK. Thus, the 
heritabily estimates reported in literature are quite contradictory and represent another 
evidence of the high complexity of the FHB resistance.    
Important sources of resistance to FHB have been identified in wheat accessions 
from Asia, Brazil and Europe, as well as the USA. The most widely used source of 
resistance is the Chinese cultivar Sumai-3, derived from a cross between Funo and 
Taiwan Xiaomai (Rudd et al., 2001; McCartney et al. 2004). Sumai-3 has been used as a 
source of FHB resistance in Chinese wheat breeding programs for over thirty years, 
proving to have a remarkably stable resistance (Bai and Shaner, 2004). The Chinese 
landrace Wangshuibai is highly resistant to FHB and has been used as a parent in many 
wheat breeding programs, however it is hard to develop commercial cultivars using this 
source of resistance due to its association with undesirable agronomic characteristics (Bai 
and Shaner, 2004). The Brazilian cultivar Frontana is also known to be a unique source of 
FHB resistance alleles and has been used as a resistance donor in various breeding 
programs (Steiner et al., 2004; McCartney et al., 2004). Resistance to FHB has also been 
reported in European cultivars such as Renan and Arina (Gervais, et al., 2003; Paillard, et 
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al., 2004 ). “Native” FHB resistance has been found in United States in cultivars such as 
Ernie, Freedom and Truman (Bai and Shaner, 2004).   
Five independent types of host resistance to FHB have been proposed 
(Mesterhazy, 1995):  
Type I: Resistance to initial infection (Schroder and Christensen, 1963). 
Type II: Resistance to fungal spread within the spike (Schroder and Christensen, 1963). 
Type III: Tolerance to yield loss (Mesterhazy, 1995; 1999). 
Type IV: Resistance expressed in kernels (Mesterhazy, 1995).  
Type V: Resistance against mycotoxin accumulation in kernels (Miller et al., 1985).  
 Resistance to initial colonization (Type I) is usually evaluated through incidence 
ratings after grain spawn or macroconidial spray inoculation (Hall, 2002). Type II 
resistance coming from the Chinese spring wheat cultivar ‘Sumai-3’ is the most 
commonly used source of resistance to FHB in wheat breeding programs, as well as 
being the most widely studied and characterized (Rudd et al., 2001). This type of 
resistance is generally evaluated in the greenhouse by point inoculating the spikelets (i.e. 
injecting a spore suspension directly into the spikelet using a syringe, a pipet or a tuft of 
cotton) and then measuring the spread of the disease along the head (Hall, 2002). Type III 
is resistance or tolerance to yield losses related to FHB. It is calculated by comparing 
yield data coming from plots affected by FHB (i.e. inoculated) with similar plots without 
FHB symptoms (Rudd et al., 2001). Type IV resistance is measured by assessing the 
damage to the kernels. It is considered to be resistance against reductions in kernel 
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number, weight or test weight, as well as the presence of tombstones (Rudd et al., 2001). 
Type IV resistance can be assessed using the percentage of FHB damaged kernels (FDK). 
Lastly, Type V resistance is determined by measuring DON content in grain. This type of 
resistance is particularly important taking into account the growing concern associated 
with DON contamination in wheat production and processing. Historically a great deal of 
effort has been directed towards Type II resistance assessments, mainly measuring chaff 
symptoms in the greenhouse. However, taking into account that this is an indirect way to 
measure losses in yield and grain quality, and that the symptoms in the plant might not be 
reflected exactly in grain (Mesterhazy et al., 1999), this type of assessment may not 
represent the best way to evaluate FHB resistance. Another issue that arises in the 
evaluation of FHB resistance based on chaff symptoms is the timing effect. It is hard to 
determine the best moment for evaluating the symptoms and furthermore, the optimum 
time for evaluation might differ with genotypes, since some lines may express the 
symptoms later than others. This could be overcome by taking several weekly or daily 
ratings and then calculating the area under the disease progress curve (Hall, 2002). 
However, this methodology is highly time demanding and difficult to put into practice 
when screening hundreds of lines in several environments. These facts suggest that more 
emphasis should be placed on assessment of resistance to FHB directly in the grain (Type 
III, Type IV and Type V resistance) by measuring yield loss, FDK, DON concentration. 
Mesterhazy et al. (1999), suggested that screening for Type I and II resistance using field 
ratings should be enough to develop resistant varieties that also show the other types of 
resistance. This conclusion derived from the fact that, in their experiment, the most 
resistant genotypes showed a high correlation among FHB assessment parameters (field 
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ratings, FDK, yield loss and DON). Still, this may not be always the case when, for 
example, other genetic backgrounds or sources of resistance are being evaluated. On the 
other hand, several studies support the utility of FDK for FHB assessment in breeding 
programs. For instance, Chappell (2001) found significant correlations between FDK 
(measured by manual separation of damaged kernels) and DON (r2=0.21-0.90), FDK and 
grain volume weight (r2=0.25 – 0.52), and FDK and yield (r2=0.25 – 0.52) across four 
environments. Also, Fuentes et al. (2005) reported that visually estimating FDK led to the 
higher similarity in cultivar ranking among environments than incidence, disease index 
and DON. Based on the reasons discussed above, it can be concluded that FDK 
measurement appears to be more convenient than chaff symptom evaluation for FHB 
assessment. Generally, FDK is measured in two ways: i) visual comparison of samples 
with reference samples (Jones and Mirocha, 1999) and ii) manual separation of damaged 
and healthy kernels (Verges et al., 2006). Visual comparison of samples is a quick way of 
assessing FDK but it is arguably too subjective. On the other hand, manual separation is 
less subjective but it is very time consuming. Thus, an FDK evaluation method that is 
both quick and objective is needed. For that purpose, several approaches could be used 
like digital image analysis (Agostinelli et al., 2007), near infrared reflectance (Delwiche 
and Hareland, 2004) and air separation (Agostinelli et al. 2007; 2008). 
 Some researchers have reported that no significant hosts x pathogen interactions 
were found, suggesting that there is no specificity of cultivar resistance and, therefore, the 
FHB resistance is horizontal. In their study, Bai and Shaner (1996) compared the 
variation in virulence and cultural characteristics of six isolates from USA and China on 
nine cultivars with different levels of FHB resistance. Although they found differences in 
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both the virulence and cultural characteristics among isolates, no specificity of host 
resistance was found.  Similar results were reported by Mesterhazy et al. (1999), who ran 
two experiments testing twenty and twenty-five wheat varieties with seven and eight 
isolates of F. graminearum, respectively, and four isolates of F. culmorum. They found a 
significant effect of both cultivars and isolates on infection severity. However, they did 
not find consistent host specificity within the different isolates they used (although some 
isolates showed a very small preference for certain cultivars). The fact that the resistance 
to FHB appears to be horizontal encouraged the wide use of very few sources of 
resistance (mainly Sumai-3). Still, this represents a potential risk to FHB resistance 
breeding, since this narrow genetic basis might be overcome by the pathogen 
(Ruckenbauer et al., 2001). 
Marker Assisted Selection (MAS)  
Historically, the selection process for resistance to head scab has been based on 
phenotypic evaluation of disease incidence and severity in the field, and then estimation 
of percentage of Fusarium damaged kernels (FDK) and DON content after harvest (Bai 
and Shaner 1994). However, phenotypic evaluation is time consuming, costly and often 
inaccurate. Moreover, the inheritance of resistance to FHB is complex and its phenotypic 
expression is greatly affected by the weather (Bai and Shaner, 2004). Given these facts, 
molecular markers are potentially very useful in breeding for FHB resistance (Van 
Sanford et al., 2001; Bai and Shaner, 2004). According to Van Sanford et al. (2001): 
“Molecular marker technology offers the tools needed to identify, select, and combine 
favorable alleles via genotypic selection”.  Numerous markers have been reported to be 
linked with quantitative trait loci (QTL) associated with FHB resistance (Bai and Shaner, 
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2004). These markers can be used to detect the presence or absence of the FHB resistance 
QTL and genotypic selection can be performed by selecting those individuals in which 
the resistant alleles are present at the QTL. In a recent review on molecular markers use 
in plant breeding, Bernardo (2008) pointed out the fact that, although there is a lot of 
QTL mapping done for complex traits in plants, the application of that information in 
actual plant breeding is much lower and concluded that more focus should be put in the 
deployment of the discovered QTL. He also suggested that different breeding strategies 
should be used when deploying QTL with large effect (i.e. major QTL) and QTL with 
minor effect. In the case of major QTL (e.g. Fhb1), a “pyramiding” approach should be 
used, where the QTL is introgressed into elite germplasm. On the other hand, when using 
QTL with minor effect, an “enriching” strategy would be more adequate, through the 
increasing of the frequency of favorable QTL by means of cyclical MAS.             
FHB resistance is thought to be controlled by a few major genes and multiple 
genes with minor effects (Snijders, 1990; Waldron et al., 1999; Gervais et al., 2003) 
Different mapping studies reported from one to nine QTL linked to FHB resistance 
(Snijders, 1990; Bai and Shaner 2004; Gervais et al., 2003). In a recent review, 
Buerstmayr et al. (2009) reported that QTL for FHB resistance were found in all the 
wheat chromosomes excepting the 7D chromosome. Kolb et al. (2001) proposed seven 
reasons to explain why there is a dissimilar number of FHB resistance genes reported in 
different studies: (i) the quantitative nature of FHB resistance, (ii) the effect of the 
genetic background, (iii) the evaluation of different sources of resistance, (iv) the fact that 
some research groups studied resistance to F. graminearum while others focused on 
resistance to F. culmorum, (v) the evaluation of different types of resistance, (vi) different 
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environments and phenotyping techniques used, and (vii) genotype x environment 
interaction.  
The most widely used and best characterized FHB resistance QTL is located in 
the 3BS chromosome of Sumai-3 and its derivatives (Waldron et al., 1999; Rudd et al., 
2001). Initially, it was called Qfhs.ndsu-3BS by Waldron et al. (1999) and later it was fine 
mapped and re-named Fhb1 (Liu et al., 2006; Cuthbert et al., 2006). Fhb1 has proved to 
be an effective and stable source of FHB resistance in many genetic backgrounds (Bai 
and Shaner, 2004). Anderson et al. (2001) reported Fhb1 explained 41.6% and 24.8% of 
the variation in FHB resistance in two different populations. In a study by Buerstmayer et 
al. (2002), Fhb1 accounted for up to 60% of the variation for Type II resistance.  Zhou et 
al. (2003), reported that Fhb1 reduced by 50% the number of FHB infected spikelets. In a 
study using near-isogenic lines, Pumphrey et al. (2007) reported Fhb1 conferred average 
reductions of 27% in infected kernels and 23% in severity ratings. Other QTL have been 
mapped in Sumai-3 and its derivatives in chromosomes 5AS and 6BS (Buerstmayer et 
al., 2002; Anderson et al., 2001; Yu et al., 2006). The QTL located on the 6BS 
chromosome has been fine mapped and renamed Fhb2 (Cuthbert et al., 2007). However, 
the sole use of Sumai-3 derived resistance still poses risks and limitations associated with 
genetic narrowness.  This fact underscores the importance of exploring and exploiting 
alternative sources of resistance to FHB. A significant accomplishment in this regard was 
the development of FHB resistant cultivars W14 and CJ 9306, and their derivatives such 
as VA01W476. Wheat cultivars W14 and CJ 9306 were developed in China through a 
recurrent selection scheme using 15 different sources for FHB resistance including: 
‘Sumai-3’, ‘Wangshuibai’, ‘Ning-7840’ and ‘Frontana’ (Jiang et al., 2006). They were 
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reported to have a significantly better FHB resistance than Sumai-3, as well as having 
superior agronomic characteristics (Jiang et al., 2006). Besides, they contain the non-
Sumai-3 QTL located in the 2DL chromosome called QFhs.nau-2DL (Jiang et al. 2007). 
This allele was likely derived from Wangshuibai (Mardi et al., 2005; Jiang et al., 2007a) 
and differs from the one present in the same chromosome in Wuhan 1, known as 
QFhs.crc-2D (Somers et al., 2003; Jiang et al., 2007a). Jiang et al. (2007a; 2007b) 
reported that QFhs.nau-2DL, derived from CJ 9306, explained on average 20% of the 
variation in DON and 15.5 % of the variation in Type II resistance. Although QFhs.nau-
2DL showed a significant QTL x environment interaction, the high level of resistance 
conferred by this QTL made it appear as a promising non-Sumai-3 source of resistance. 
Furthermore, the fact that the Sumai-3 2D chromosome appears to have negative effect 
on FHB resistance (Zhou et al., 2002) suggests that QFhs.nau-2DL might be an 
exceptional complement to Sumai-3 derived resistance. In Wangshuibai,  the 2DL QTL  
was reported to account for 11 % of variation in FHB resistance (Mardi et al., 2005). 
Besides, QTL were mapped in chromosomes 4B (Qfhi.-nau4B), 5A (Qfhi.-nau5A) and 
5B of Wangshuibai (Lin et al., 2006). In Ernie, resistance QTL were mapped in 
chromosomes 2B (Qfhs.umc-2B), 3B (Qfhs.umc-3B), 4BL (Qfhs.umc-4BL) and 5A 
(Qfhs.umc-5A), explaining together 43.3 % of the variation in FHB severity (Liu et al., 
2007). In a mapping study using doubled haploid lines, Somers et al. (2003) identified 
FHB resistance QTL on chromosomes 2DL (QFhs.crc-2D) and 4BS (Qfhs.crc-4B) 
derived from Chinese accession Wuhan 1.    
Although maker-based selection is a highly valuable tool for FHB resistance 
breeding, it has to work together with phenotypic screening and cannot replace it 
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completely (Van Sanford et al., 2001; Wilde et al., 2007). Thus, the FHB breeding 
programs face the challenge of allocating resources in such a way that the optimum 
balance between phenotypic and genotypic selection is reached. However, little research 
has been conducted to address this question. To my knowledge, the only study available 
in the literature in which phenotypic and genotypic selection for FHB resistance was 
compared has been recently published by Wilde et al. (2007). In their study, they 
compared marker-based selection using 3B + 5A QTL and 3B + 5A + 3A QTL, with two 
or three cycles of phenotypic selection. Total selection gain for FHB resistance (FHB 
severity and DON) was highest after three cycles of phenotypic selection, while selection 
using either QTL combination and two cycles of phenotypic selection was similar. 
However, when compared on a per-year basis, genotypic selection provided the highest 
selection gain. The authors concluded that the best strategy for FHB resistance breeding 
would be an initial marker-based selection using reliable markers followed by phenotypic 
screening of the genotypically selected population to fix resistance alleles that had not 
been taken into account in the marker-based selection. 
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Chapter 3 
Phenotypic and Genotypic Selection for Head Scab 
 Resistance in Wheat 
 
Introduction 
 Fusarium graminearum is the major causative agent of a highly destructive 
disease in wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) known as Fusarium head blight (FHB) or head 
scab.  This disease affects worldwide wheat production in several different ways: yield 
reduction, quality diminution and mycotoxin contamination (Bai and Shaner, 1994; Mc 
Mullen et al., 1997). Grain contamination with the mycotoxin deoxynivalenol (DON) is 
caused by FHB  and it has been a growing concern due to the hazard that it poses to the 
food and feed safety, as well as the economic losses associated with it (McMullen et al., 
1997).  First reports on FHB epidemics date back to the late nineteenth century (Stack, 
1999). During the 1990’s, devastating outbreaks of FHB occurred in United States, 
severely damaging wheat production and significantly harming the economy of affected 
areas (McMullen et al., 1997; Windels, 2000). The increased frequency and severity of 
the outbreaks is related, in part, to the increased usage of reduced tillage practices, which 
increases the amount of crop residue and allows the fungus to produce more inoculum 
(McMullen et al., 1997; Shaner, 2003).  
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The development of resistant varieties is considered to be the best single strategy 
to control the disease (McMullen et al., 1997; Rudd et al., 2001). However, resistance to 
FHB is highly complex, associated with undesirable agronomic characteristics and 
significantly affected by the environment, making FHB resistance breeding a very 
difficult undertaking (Bai and Shaner, 2004). Studies of heritability for FHB resistance 
have shown inconsistent results. For instance, in a single study Snijders (1990) reported 
heritability estimates of FHB ratings in F2 populations ranging from 0.05 to 0.89 for FHB 
ratings.  
Historically, the selection process for resistance to head scab has been based on 
phenotypic evaluation of disease incidence and severity in the field, followed by 
estimation of percentage of Fusarium damaged kernels (FDK) and DON content in grain 
after harvest (Bai and Shaner 1994). However, phenotypic evaluation of FHB is time 
consuming, costly and often inaccurate. Moreover, phenotypic expression of FHB 
resistance is greatly affected by the weather (Bai and Shaner, 2004). Given these facts, 
molecular markers offer a highly useful tool for FHB resistance breeding (Kolb et al., 
2001; Van Sanford et al., 2001; Bai and Shaner, 2004).  
Many molecular markers have been reported to be linked to quantitative trait loci 
(QTL) associated with FHB resistance (Bai and Shaner, 2004). These markers can be 
used to detect the presence or absence of FHB resistance alleles at the QTL and facilitate 
genotypic selection of individuals in carrying those alleles. According to a recent review 
by Buerstmayr et al. (2009) FHB resistance QTL were reported on all wheat 
chromosomes, with the exception of 7D. 
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The most widely used source of resistance to FHB is the Chinese cultivar Sumai-
3, derived from a cross between Funo and Taiwan Xiaomai (Rudd et al., 2001; 
McCartney et al. 2004). The most important FHB resistance QTL is located in the short 
arm of the 3B chromosome (Waldron et al., 1999; Rudd et al., 2001). Initially, it was 
called Qfhs.ndsu-3BS by Waldron et al. (1999) and later re-named Fhb1 (Liu et al., 
2006). Anderson et al. (2001) reported that Fhb1 explained 41.6% and 24.8% of the 
variation in FHB resistance in two different populations. In a study using near-isogenic 
lines, Pumphrey et al. (2007) reported Fhb1 conferred average reductions of 27% in 
infected kernels and 23% in severity ratings. The effectiveness and stability of Fhb1 
under a wide range of genetic backgrounds (Bai and Shaner, 2004) added to the fact that 
FHB resistance appears to be horizontal (Bai and Shaner, 1996; Mesterhazy et al. 1999), 
has made it enticing to rely heavily on this source of resistance. However, there are 
several reasons why FHB resistance breeding efforts should be focused on multiple genes 
and not only on Fhb1: (i) the resistance conferred by Fhb1 is not sufficient under heavy 
epidemics, (ii) interactions between Fhb1 and the genetic background may reduce or 
even annul the effect of Fhb1 (Pumphrey et al., 2007), and (iii) due to the high selection 
pressure on the fungus, the resistance might be overcome (Ruckenbauer et al., 2001; Yu 
et al., 2006). Resistance QTL have also been mapped on chromosomes 5A and 6B of 
Sumai-3 (Buerstmayer et al., 2002; Anderson et al., 2001; Yu et al., 2006). However, the 
sole use of Sumai-3 derived resistance still poses risks and limitations associated with 
genetic narrowness.  This fact underscores the importance of exploring and exploiting 
alternative sources of resistance to FHB. A significant accomplishment in this regard was 
the development of FHB resistant cultivars W14 and CJ 9306, and their derivatives such 
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as VA01W-476. Wheat cultivars W14 and CJ 9306 were developed in China through a 
recurrent selection scheme using 15 different sources for FHB resistance including: 
‘Sumai-3’, ‘Wangshuibai’, ‘Ning-7840’ and ‘Frontana’ (Jiang et al., 2006). They were 
reported to have a significantly better FHB resistance than Sumai-3, as well as having 
superior agronomic characteristics (Jiang et al., 2006). Besides, they contain the non-
Sumai-3 QTL located in the 2DL chromosome called QFhs.nau-2DL (Jiang et al. 2007). 
This allele was likely derived from Wangshuibai (Mardi et al., 2005; Jiang et al., 2007a) 
and differs from the one present in the same chromosome in Wuhan 1, known as 
QFhs.crc-2D (Somers et al., 2003; Jiang et al., 2007a). Jiang et al. (2007a; 2007b) 
reported that QFhs.nau-2DL, derived from CJ 9306, explained on average 20% of the 
variation in DON and 15.5 % of the variation in Type II resistance. Although QFhs.nau-
2DL showed a significant QTL x environment interaction, the high level of resistance 
conferred by this QTL made it appear as a promising non-Sumai-3 source of resistance. 
Furthermore, the fact that the Sumai-3 2D chromosome appears to have negative effect 
on FHB resistance (Zhou et al., 2002) suggests that QFhs.nau-2DL might be an 
exceptional complement to Sumai-3 derived resistance. 
Although maker-based selection is a highly valuable tool for FHB resistance 
breeding, it has to work together with phenotypic screening and cannot replace it 
completely (Van Sanford et al., 2001; Wilde et al., 2007). Thus, the FHB breeding 
programs face the challenge of allocating resources in such a way that the optimum 
balance between phenotypic and genotypic selection is reached. However, little research 
has been conducted to address this question. To my knowledge, the only study available 
in the literature in which phenotypic and genotypic selection for FHB resistance was 
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compared has been recently published by Wilde et al. (2007). In their study, they 
compared marker-based selection using 3B + 5A QTL and 3B + 5A + 3A QTL, with two 
or three cycles of phenotypic selection. Total selection gain for FHB resistance (FHB 
severity and DON) was highest after three cycles of phenotypic selection, while selection 
using either QTL combination and two cycles of phenotypic selection was similar. 
However, when compared on a year basis, genotypic selection provided the highest 
selection gain. The authors concluded that the best strategy for FHB resistance breeding 
would be an initial marker-based selection using reliable markers followed by phenotypic 
screening of the genotypically selected population to fix resistance alleles that had not 
been taken into account in the marker-based selection. 
 The objectives of this study were to: (i) study the heritability of the resistance 
derived from VA01W- 476, (ii) quantify the effect of the Fhb1 and the 2DL QTL in 
wheat germplasm adapted to Kentucky and (iii) compare phenotypic selection with 
genotypic selection for FHB resistance and discuss possible breeding strategies. 
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Materials and Methods 
PLANT MATERIAL 
2006-2007 experiment 
An F2:3 population derived from a cross between FHB-susceptible KY93C-1238-
17-2 (VA87-54-558/KY83C-004//2510) and FHB-resistant VA01W- 476 (Roane/W14, 
H2) was divided into two subpopulations: one was to be subjected to phenotypic 
selection (PSP) and the other to genotypic (GSP) selection. As shown in Figure 3.1, in 
2007, PSP seed was planted in the field (PSPF3) and GSP seed was planted in the 
greenhouse (GSPF3), while in 2008 both the progeny of PSP (PSPF4) and GSP (PSPF4) 
were planted in the field at two locations. 
PSPF3 comprised 48 F2:3 lines planted in 1.2 m headrows (one head per headrow) 
in 24 October 2006 in a scab nursery at Spindletop Research Farm (38°7’37.81’’ N, 
84°29’44.85’’ W; Maury silt loam [fine, mixed, semiactive, mesic Typic Paleudalfs]) 
near Lexington, KY (LEX). Recommended cultural practices for wheat in Kentucky were 
used (Bitzer and Herbek, 1997). This material was subjected to phenotypic screening in 
2007: field ratings, incidence and severity were measured in the field, FDK and DON 
were measured in the seed after harvest.  
For GSPF3, 10 seeds from each of a second group of 48 F2:3 lines were planted in 
pots in the greenhouse in December 2006.  Each plant was evaluated for the presence of 
resistance alleles at the major FHB resistance QTL on chromosome 3BS known as Fhb1 
(markers used: Xbarc147-3B, Xgwm533-3B and Xsts3B-256) and the FHB resistance 
QTL at chromosome 2DL (markers used: Xcfd233 and gwm608). Sixty-four plants 
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homozygous resistant and sixty-four homozygous susceptible for Fhb1 were identified 
and seed from these plants was planted in the field in the fall of 2007. Later each of the 
Fhb1 susceptible and resistant groups were further divided into homozygous resistant, 
homozygous susceptible and heterozygous for the 2DL QTL using Xcfd233 (Fig. 3.1) 
2007-2008 experiment 
In 15 October 2007, seed from the greenhouse (GSPF4) and field (PSPF4) was 
planted in 0.46 m headrows in scab nurseries located at LEX and, in 30 October 2007, at 
the Western Kentucky Research and Educational Center (37°6’7.37’’ N, 87°52’13.62’’ 
W; Crider silt loam [fine-silty, mixed, active, mesic Typic Paleudalfs]) near Princeton, 
KY (PRN). Recommended cultural practices for wheat in Kentucky were used (Bitzer 
and Herbek, 1997). The experimental design at each location was a RCB with two 
replications. FHB ratings were recorded in the field; FDK and DON were measured in 
kernels harvested from headrows. 
Scab Nurseries 
The LEX nursery had an overhead mist irrigation system on an automatic timer 
while PRN nursery was not irrigated. Mist irrigation at LEX in 2007 started 25 April and 
ran until 13 June. The system ran 5 minutes every quarter hour from 6 to 7 PM, and from 
12 to 1 PM (e.g. it ran from 6:00 to 6:05 and then from 6:15 to 6:20). In 2008, irrigation 
started 5 May and ran until 13 June. The system ran 5 minutes an hour, every hour 
between 4:30 PM and 6:00 AM, plus 5 minutes at noon. 
Both locations were inoculated with scabby-corn. Isolates were isolated from 
seeds collected in multiple years and locations across Kentucky. Twenty and twenty-eight 
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different isolates were used in 2007 and 2008, respectively. For the inoculum preparation, 
dry corn was set to imbibe water for 16 hours before autoclaving.  After autoclaving, the 
corn was inoculated with PDA plugs of Fusarium graminearum and mixed with 0.2 g 
streptomycin in 150 ml sterile water.  The corn was covered and incubated at room 
temperature for 3 weeks until it was fully colonized by the fungus.  Then, the corn was 
spread on a sterilized plastic sheet until dry, put in mesh bags and stored in the freezer 
until use.  Approximately three weeks prior to heading, the corn was spread at a rate of 
30 gm-2.  Perithecia were observed on the corn within two weeks of spreading. At PRN, 
to insure infection, the scab nursery was additionally treated with conidial suspensions. 
Conidia were produced on mung bean agar plates and stored at 4°C at a concentration of 
600,000 spores/ml. The concentrate was diluted to 100,000 spores/ml and sprayed on 
heads at anthesis at a rate of 30 ml/ m of row. 
Phenotyping  
In 2007, disease incidence was estimated by counting the number of blighted 
spikes in a sample of 20 spikes. FHB severity was recorded as the number of infected 
spikelets on an average of 10 spikes at 21 days after anthesis. In both 2007 and 2008, 
field ratings were used to estimate FHB incidence and severity using 1 to 3 scale 
approximately 24 days after anthesis (1<10%, 2=10% - 90%, 3>90%). Each headrow was 
hand harvested and threshed with a stationary thresher using low air strength in order not 
to blow out the scabby seed. Fifteen gram samples from each headrow were carefully 
cleaned manually and subsequently evaluated for FDK using an air separation machine 
specifically developed from a Precision Machine head thresher and a Shop-Vac vacuum 
to separate scabby kernels from healthy ones. The FDK evaluation took approximately 1 
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minute per sample and comprised the following procedure: a sample was loaded into the 
machine, air-driven elevation of the lighter portion of wheat (i.e. scabby seeds) occurred 
until it reached the top of the column where it was collected in a receptacle. The heavier 
portion of wheat (i.e. asymptomatic seeds) was suspended midair and did not reach the 
top of the column. Once the air was turned off, the asymptomatic seeds fell and were 
collected in the bottom of the column. Finally, both portions of the sample were weighed 
separately and the data was entered into a Microsoft Excel (2007) spread sheet that was 
used to calculate FDK using the following formula: 
FDK (%) = (WSS/ (WSS + WAS))*100 
 Where, 
WSS= weight scabby seed (g) 
WAS= Weight asymptomatic seed (g)  
 The same fifteen grams samples that were manually cleaned and evaluated for 
FDK were subsequently sent in coin envelopes to the University of Minnesota DON 
testing Lab for DON analysis. There, DON concentration was determined by gas 
chromatography with mass spectrometry (GC-MS) following Mirocha et al. (1998). 
 
Genotyping 
  For GSP genotyping, approximately 4 cm of leaf tissue was harvested from wheat 
seedlings at 3-leaf stage and placed into 1.1 ml microtubes containing silica gel in racked 
boxes. Boxes were submitted to the USDA/ARS Regional Small Grains Genotyping Lab 
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(RSGGL) at Raleigh, NC, in 2006 for DNA extraction and marker amplification 
(protocols available at http://www.cropsci.ncsu.edu/sggenotyping/index.htm, verified 
2/13/09). The markers used were Xsts3B-256 (Liu et al., 2005), Xgwm533 (Röder et al., 
1998) and Xbarc147 (Song et al., 2005) for Fhb1, and Xcfd233 (Grain genes 2.0 at 
http://wheat.pw.usda.gov/GG2/index.shtml, verified 02/13/09) and Xgwm608 (Röder et 
al., 1998) for the 2DL QTL. These markers have been shown to be useful for selecting 
Fhb1 and for 2DL (Anderson et al., 2001; Gina Brown-Guedira, personal 
communication). PCR products were sized using an ABI 3130XL DNA Analyzer and 
analyzed using GeneMarker (SoftGenetics, LLC). Marker peaks can be seen in Table 3.1. 
 For PSP genotyping, three leaf samples of approximately 2 cm were harvested 
from each headrow and bulked. DNA was extracted and markers were run in the UK 
wheat breeding lab by Anthony Clark. The DNA extraction was done following Saghai 
Maroof, et al. (1984). The markers used were UMN10, Xgwm533 and Xbarc147 for 
Fhb1, and Xcfd233 for the 2DL QTL. UMN10 was amplified using the conditions 
described by Liu and Anderson (2003) using primer sequences provided by Dr. Jim 
Anderson by personal communication. Xgwm533 was amplified following Röder et al. 
(1998), Xbarc147 was amplified following Song et al. (2005) and Xcfd233 was amplified 
following Guyomarc’h et al. (2002).  
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DATA ANALYSIS 
Relationship between FDK and DON  
The correlation between FDK and DON was calculated using the regression 
function of Microsoft Excel (2007). 
Heritability and genetic gain estimates 
Data analysis was done using the following model for both DON and FDK: 
Yij= µ + βi + Gj + E ij 
where, 
 Yij = the observation on the ith block and the jth genotype 
µ = overall mean  
βi= effect of the ith block 
Gj= effect of the jth genotype  
Eij= residual error 
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Heritabilities (h 2) and heritability confidence intervals were estimated following 
Knapp et al. (1985): 
h2 = 1 – M2 / M1 
where,  
M1= Entry mean square.  
M2= Residual mean square. 
 
Upper 90% confidence limit = 1 – (F(0.05, df1, df2) * F-statistic) 
Lower 90% confidence limit = 1 – (F(0.95, df1, df2) * F-statistic) 
where, 
F(α, df1, df2): F value calculated using the FINV function of Microsoft Excel (2007). 
F-statistic = M1/M2 
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Predicted genetic gain (ΔGp) was estimated using the following formula from 
Fehr (1991): 
ΔGp = k x hp2 x σPSPF3                   Equation 1 
where,  
k = standardized selection intensity. 
σPSPF3 = phenotypic standard deviation of the PSPF3 population. 
Relative genetic gain (ΔG%) was calculated using the following formula: 
 ΔGp% = ( ΔGp / µPSPF3) * 100 
where,  
µPSPF3 = Mean of the PSPF3 population. 
 
Realized genetic gain (ΔGr) was calculated using the following formula: 
ΔGr = µtop-PSPF4 – µPSPF4  
where,  
µtop-PSPF4 = Mean of the top PSPF4 lines. 
µPSPF4 = Mean of the PSPF4 population. 
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Relative realized genetic gain (ΔGr%) was calculated using the following formula: 
  ΔGr% = (ΔGr / µPSPF4) * 100 
Realized heritability (hr2) was calculated using the following formula derived 
from Equation 1: 
 hr2 = ΔGr / (σPSPF4 * k) 
where,  
σPSPF4= standard deviation of the PSPF4 population 
 
Heritability estimated through parent-offspring regression was calculated using 
the regression function of Microsoft Office Excel (2007). 
Analysis of Genotypic Data 
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was done using PROC GLM (SAS, 2002) to 
determine the significance of the QTL effect and to test whether there was a significant 
interaction between the QTL effect and the environment. Fisher’s Least Significant 
Difference (LSD) was used to corroborate significant differences among subpopulations 
containing different QTL combinations.  
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The effect of resistance QTL (i.e. the reduction in DON and FDK due to certain 
QTL) was calculated using the following formula:  
QTL effect (%) = (QTLR –QTLS) / QTLS 
where, 
  QTL effect (%): Reduction in FHB due to the presence of the resistance QTL. 
QTLR = Mean Value of FHB (FDK or DON) among lines containing the 
resistance alleles at the QTL. 
  QTLS = Mean Value of FHB (FDK or DON) among lines containing the 
susceptibility alleles at the QTL. 
 
Phenotypic vs. Genotypic Selection 
For the comparison between phenotypic and genotypic selection, phenotypic 
selection was simulated using GSPF4. To simulate phenotypic selection, one location was 
treated as the selection environment and the other as the validation environment. For 
example, entry mean ranks from LEX were used to select entries at PRN and vice versa. 
Thus, the mean of the population at PRN, selected based on LEX data at different 
selection rates (α), was recorded. Finally, the average of the two populations was plotted 
against α (Fig.3.2 - 3.4). Note that Figure 3.4 shows the change in mean DON for the 
population indirectly selected (based on FDK ranks).     
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Results and Discussion 
PHENOTYPIC SELECTION 
Phenotypically Selected Population  
In 2007, PSPF3 was planted in the field using a configuration that mimics the early 
generation selection scheme used in breeding programs: unreplicated headrows at one 
location that are subjected to phenotypic selection. Table 3.2 gives the FHB trait means, 
standard errors (SE) and ranges for PSPF3 grown at LEX in 2007 and its progeny (PSPF4) 
grown at LEX and PRN in 2008.  Average FDK was quite similar across years and 
locations. In 2008, DON levels were higher and the percentage of moderately resistant 
(rating = 1) lines were lower than in 2007.  This was unexpected, since in 2007 there was 
a higher level FHB infection (N. Mundell, personal communication). This may be related 
to the fact that the 2007 seed came from the scab nursery and had a high level of 
inoculum in it.  
Heritability and genetic gain estimates for PSP 
 Table 3.3 gives the predicted and realized genetic gains (in absolute and relative 
terms) as well as the heritability estimates at two selection rates (20% and 30%). 
Heritabilities, including realized heritability, were remarkably high for both DON and 
FDK, being somewhat higher for DON than for FDK. Heritability estimated through 
parent-progeny regression showed even higher values for the heritability estimates for 
both FDK and DON (See Fig. 3.3 and 3.4 in the appendix). Realized heritability 
estimates ranged from 0.82 to 0.92 for DON and from 0.79 to 0.90 for FDK. As it was 
expected from the elevated heritability estimates, both ΔGp and ΔGr were notably high. 
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Also, not surprisingly, both realized (ΔGr) and predicted (ΔGp) genetic gains were higher 
at 20% than at 30% selection rate (Table 3.3). ΔGp% ranged from 61 to 74% for DON 
and from 35 to 42% for FDK, and ΔGr ranged from 56 to 60% for DON and from 51 to 
54% for FDK. Although heritability and predicted genetic gains were higher for DON 
than for FDK, realized heritability and realized genetic gains were similar for traits, 
suggesting that the same magnitude of genetic progress might be expected for both traits.  
The general high value of the heritability and genetic gain estimates suggests that 
much progress can be achieved in this population. High heritability estimates have also 
been reported in other studies. Buerstmayr et al. (2000) reported heritability estimates for 
FHB resistance higher than 0.75. Miedaner et al. (2003) estimated heritabilities of 0.71 
for DON and 0.83 for FHB ratings. However, other studies reported much lower 
heritabilities for FHB resistance. For example, Verges et al. (2006) estimated heritability 
in 0.30 for FHB severity and 0.20 for FDK. On the other hand, Snijders (1990) reported 
a remarkably broad range (from 0.05 to 0.89) of heritability estimates for FHB resistance 
in populations derived from crosses among ten parents. The high level of heritability 
estimated in this study might be related to two factors: 
(i) The cross from which the population was derived: As reported by Snidjers 
(1990), different crosses can lead to populations with very different heritabilities and, 
thus, expectances of genetic progress for FHB resistance. This cross has three 
characteristics that may have caused of the high  heritability in the population: (a) the 
remarkably high level of FHB resistance in VA01W-476 (Table 3.19 and 3.20), (b) the 
big difference in the level of FHB resistance between the parents, which produced a large 
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genetic variance in the population (Table 4.19 and 4.20), (c) the presence of at least two 
QTL (Fhb1 and 2DL QTL) with major effects in the population. 
(ii) The quality of phenotyping data (emphasis was put into the quality of the data 
collection process in order to obtain optimum data): (a) FHB nurseries at both LEX and 
PRN provided a very adequate level of FHB infection, (b) before FDK and DON 
evaluation, samples were carefully cleaned manually to ensure no chaff or other type of 
contamination was present in them, (c) after air separating damaged and whole kernels, 
both portions were visually inspected and, if separation was not considered to be 
satisfactory, the samples were re-run, (d) the DON level analysis by the University of 
Minnesota DON testing Lab proved to be remarkably good.   
 
GENOTYPIC SELECTION 
Genotypically Selected Population  
Initially genotypic selection on GSPF3 was done in the greenhouse using only 
Fhb1, by selecting 64 plants resistant for Fhb1 and 64 plants susceptible for Fhb1 using 
Xsts3B-256, Xgwm533 and Xbarc147. Subsequently, plants were genotyped for the 2DL 
QTL. Surprisingly, the two markers used to detect the presence of the 2DL QTL 
(Xcfd233 and Xgwm608) showed quite different results, matching in only 65% of the 
cases. Out of the two markers, Xcfd233 was better in separating resistant and susceptible 
individuals (Table 3.4). Thus, the groups of resistant and susceptible individuals for Fhb1 
were further divided into resistant and susceptible for the 2DL QTL using Xcfd233 
(Figure 3.1). The heterozygous individuals for the 2DL QTL were not taken into account 
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for further analysis, since the effect of genes in the heterozygous state is of minor 
importance for breeding purposes in autogamous species like wheat.     
The subpopulation of lines having both resistance QTL (SP1) showed 
significantly lower FDK and DON, as well as higher percentage of lines with ratings=1 
than subpopulations having any single resistance QTL (Table 3.5,3.6). The presence of 
either resistance QTL (Fhb1 or 2DL) significantly reduced FDK and DON (Table 3.5, 
3.6). When averaged over both locations, FDK reduction was similar for both resistance 
QTL but the 2DL QTL showed a significantly higher reduction in DON (mean value, 
Table 3.6). The 2DL QTL showed a very significant (p<0.001) interaction with the 
environment for both DON and FDK, while Fhb1 was remarkably stable across 
environments for both traits (See Tables 3.15 to 3.18). The effect of the presence of a 
single resistance QTL on the percentage of lines with ratings=1 was not consistent, 
although in average there was a small effect (mean value, Table 3.5).  
QTL effect on PSP 
Although the purpose of PSP was to study phenotypic selection, this population 
was also screened for Fhb1 and the 2DL QTL in order to have some extra data to 
corroborate the QTL effects found in the analysis of GSP. Similar to the results for GSP, 
PSP lines homozygous resistant (or heterozygous) for either Fhb1 or the 2DL QTL 
showed lower FDK and DON, as well as a higher percentage of field ratings equal to 1, 
than did homozygous susceptible lines across years and environments (Table 3.7).  A 
similar QTL effect was reflected in the incidence and severity data in 2007. Lines 
homozygous resistant or heterozygous for the 2DL QTL showed lower DON, FDK, 
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incidence and severity, as well as a higher percentage of field ratings that equal to 1, than 
lines homozygous resistant or heterozygous for Fhb1. These results are analogous to the 
ones found in GPS and they also support the notion that the 2DL QTL might confer a 
higher level of FHB resistance than Fhb1 in this genetic background. 
 
PHENOTYPIC VS. GENOTYPIC SELECTION  
In contrast with the infected seed used for  PSPF4 (coming from 2007 scab 
nursery), GSP F4 seed came from the greenhouse where it was not exposed to FHB. The 
level of FHB was sensible higher in headrows planted using infected seed (PSPF4) than in 
headrwos planted with seed coming from the greenhouse (GSPF4). This fact made it 
difficult to draw conclusions by comparing both populations. Thus, for making the 
comparison between phenotypic and genotypic selection, phenotypic selection was 
simulated using GSPF4. To simulate phenotypic selection, one location was treated as the 
selection environment and the other as the validation environment. For example, entry 
mean ranks from LEX were used to select entries at PRN and vice versa (Fig.3.2). Thus, 
the DON and FDK ranks used in phenotypic selection were based on two observations 
made at one location.  
Figures 3.2 I, 3.2 II and 3.2 III show changes in the mean DON and FDK value of 
the phenotypically selected population at different levels of selection rates (α). Selection 
rate is the proportion of the population that is selected. As expected, the mean of the 
population at higher selection intensities (i.e. lower α levels) is lower (i.e. more FHB 
resistant) than at lower selection rates for both traits. The figures also show the mean of 
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the population selected using Fhb1, the 2DL QTL or both QTL together. Thus, Figure 3.2 
I shows that the mean DON of the population selected using Fhb1, the 2DL QTL and 
both QTL together is equal to the mean of the population phenotypically selected (direct 
selection based on DON) at α=85%, α=45% and α=28%, respectively. In figure 3.2 II it 
can be seen that mean FDK of the population selected using Fhb1, the 2DL QTL and 
both QTL together is equal to the mean of the population phenotypically selected (direct 
selection based on FDK) at α=77%, α=64% and α=34%, respectively. Finally, Figure 3.3 
III it can be seen that the mean DON of the population selected using Fhb1, the 2DL 
QTL and both QTL together is equal to the mean of the population phenotypically 
selected indirectly (based on FDK) at α=82%, α=43% and α=24%, respectively. In 
summary, the mean level of FHB resistance (DON and FDK) of the population selected 
using Fhb1, the 2DL QTL and both QTL is equal to the mean of the population 
phenotypically selected at  α values ranging from 77 to 85%, 43 to 64%, and 24 to 34%, 
respectively. Notably, indirect selection for DON using FDK was quite effective, 
supporting the idea that selecting for FDK can be a good way to reduce DON (Agostinelli 
et al., 2008). These results suggest that a higher genetic gain can be achieved through 
phenotypic selection than through genotypic selection or viceversa, depending upon the 
phenotypic selection intensity used (it should noted that the selection intensity used in 
genotypic selection is a fixed parameter given by the allelic frequency of the population 
and, thus, it cannot be varied to obtain different selection gains). Also, the additive effect 
of both QTL can be seen in the high phenotypic selection intensity (α<35%) needed to 
equalize the genetic gain obtain from genotypic selection using the two QTL together 
(Figures 3.2I, 3.2II, 3.2III). This underscores the utility of relying on both QTL in early 
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selection screening: the high DON and FDK reduction associated to the 2DL QTL and 
the stability of the resistance derived from Fhb1 complement each other, giving a high 
and consistent level of resistance to lines containing them.    
POSSIBLE BREEDING STRATEGIES 
Based on the data from this study, three possible breeding strategies for DON 
reduction combining phenotypic and genotypic selection will be analyzed:  
 (i) Genotypic selection followed by phenotypic selection: It has been suggested 
that, for FHB resistance breeding, early generation marker assisted selection (MAS) 
using major QTL followed by phenotypic screening in later generations might be the 
most productive breeding strategy (Wilde et al., 2007). The results from this experiment 
support this strategy, since MAS at F3 using Fhb1 and the 2DL QTL resulted in a high 
genetic improvement in FHB resistance (Table 3.9).  However, subsequent phenotypic 
selection will be required to account for the variation of minor QTL as well as favorable 
epistatic effects. This fact can be seen in the high level of variation in FHB resistance 
among lines containing both resistance alleles: for example Table 3.19 shows that lines 
having the two resistance alleles ranked from 1st to 51th place, and ranged from 2.5 to 4.5 
ppm for DON. This suggests that there is a considerable amount of variation in FHB 
resistance that is not explained by the additive effects of Fhb1 and the 2DL QTL. The 
fact that an important part of the variation is not explained by the two QTL used in the 
study can also be seen in the fact that lines lacking one of the resistance QTL still rank in 
the top ten lines for DON and FDK (Table 3.19 and 3.20). Thus, although they lacked 
one of the two resistance QTL, those lines had a considerable FHB resistance derived 
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from sources other than the QTL. This is not surprising, since VA01W-476 derived from 
W14, that had many different FHB resistant parents in its pedigree and most likely many 
different FHB resistance alleles (Jiang et al., 2006), and ‘Roane’, that is known to have 
some level of native resistance (Griffey et al., 2001). In conclusion, an initial round of 
genotypic selection for both QTL will confer a significant genetic gain to the population, 
and therefore can be an efficient strategy; however MAS should be complemented with 
phenotypic selection in later generations.  
(ii) Phenotypic selection followed by phenotypic selection: Results from direct 
(based on DON ranks) and indirect (based on FDK ranks) phenotypic selection for DON 
at 30% selection rate are shown in Table 3.9. The small difference in genetic gain 
between direct and indirect selection and the significantly lower cost of indirect selection, 
make indirect selection for DON a more efficient strategy for early generation screening. 
Table 3.9 also shows the proportion of lines in each genotyping category that were 
selected. Thus, we can see that selecting for FDK at α=0.30 retained 63% of the lines 
having both resistance alleles and only 13% of the lines having the two susceptible 
alleles, notably enriching the frequency of resistance alleles in the population. In 
summary, in this strategy initial indirect selection for DON using FDK would be 
followed by direct selection for DON at later generations. 
(iii) Phenotypic selection followed by genotypic selection: in this scheme, an 
initial phenotypic selection at low selection intensity will be analogous to the genotypic 
selection ‘against susceptibles’. The idea of the strategy being presented here is to discard 
the susceptible lines by phenotypic selection. One critical factor for this strategy to be 
more useful is that phenotypic selection should be as cheap as possible. Thus, in this case 
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no direct selection for DON is used, since  DON analysis is costly. Table 3.9 shows that 
using a low selection intensity (α=50%) for FDK, 90% of the lines having both resistance 
QTL are retained and 73% of the lines having the two susceptible alleles are discarded. 
Also, approximately 50% of the lines having one suceptible allele at one QTL are 
discarded. In conclusion, an early phenotypic selection at low selection intensity can be a 
good way of enriching the population with resistance alleles and this can be followed by 
a genotypic selection for homozygous resistant lines at later generations.   
The most efficient strategy to be used will depend, as in every economic 
endeavor, on the benefits and costs of each one of them: 
(i)Benefits can be summarized as the amount of genetic improvement in FHB 
resistance. This will depend on the genetic gain that can be achieved by genotypic and 
phenotypic selection. Genetic gain by genotypic selection will depend on the QTL effect 
and on the level of linkage between the marker and the QTL. Phenotypic gain will 
depend on the heritability of the trait for the population, on how effectively that trait is 
assessed and on the level of selection intensity used. In this case, the effectiveness of 
assessment for DON will depend on the type of assessment (i.e. direct assessment or 
indirect assessment by FDK, field ratings, etc) and on the quality of the assessment.  
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(ii)The relative cost of phenotypic and genotypic screening will be the main factor 
affecting the utility of one strategy over the other. Also, in addition to the cost, the scale 
limitations should be taken into account. For instance, depending on the size of the 
marker lab, breeding programs will have a limitation in the number of lines that can be 
genotyped. In the same manner the amount of land available for scab nurseries might be 
limited.  
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Table 3.1: Haplotype table for Fusarium head blight (FHB) resistant (VA01W-
476) and FHB susceptible (KY93C-1238-17-2) wheat cultivars showing marker 
peaks for three markers at the FHB resistance QTL in the 3BS chromosome 
(Fhb1) and two markers at the FHB resistance QTL in the 2DL chromosome. 
 
 
Parents 
   Fhb1     2DL 
  
Xsts3B‐
256 
 
Xgwm533 Xbarc147    Xcfd233  Xgwm608
 VA01W‐ 476      224  140/143  105     277  152 
KY93C‐1238‐17‐2      230  144/147  156     273  157 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 3.2: Means, standard errors (SE) and ranges for percentage of Fusarium 
damaged kernels (FDK) and deoxynivalenol level (DON), and percentage of lines 
with FHB ratings=1(Rat.) for a wheat subpopulation (PSPF3) at Lexington in 2007 
and its progeny (PSPF4) at Lexington (LEX) and Princeton (PRN) in 2008.  
 
  
2007  2008 LEX  2008 PRN 
FDK  DON  Rat.  FDK  DON  Rat.  FDK  DON  Rat. 
MEAN  20.65  18.47  39.6% 20.43  26.02  11.5%  19.71  25.37  25.0% 
SE  1.03  1.58     1.40  1.73     1.56  2.42    
RANGE 
9.4 ‐ 
41.2 
4.0 ‐
41.4    
6.2 ‐ 
39.0 
7.5 ‐ 
46.9    
5.9 ‐ 
45.2 
5 ‐ 
61.1    
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Table 3.3: Percentage of the wheat population selected for head scab resistance 
(S), predicted genetic gain (ΔGp), relative predicted genetic gain (ΔGp%), 
heritability (h2), realized genetic gain (ΔGr), relative realized genetic gain (ΔGr%) 
and realized heritability (hr2) for deoxynivalenol level (DON) and percentage of 
Fusarium damaged kernels (FDK). The ANOVA tables as well as an extended 
version of this table (showing the data used for calculating the estimates) can be 
found in Tables 3.10, 3.11 and 3.14. 
 
  S h2 ΔGp  ΔGp% hr2 ΔGr  ΔGr% 
DON 
20% 0.894 -13.69 74% 0.82 -15.4 60% 
30% -11.35 61% 0.92 -14.4 56% 
FDK 
20% 0.779 -7.79 42% 0.79 -10.8 54% 
30% -6.46 35% 0.90 -10.2 51% 
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Table 3.4: Means and standard errors (SE) for deoxynivalenol (DON) and 
percentage of Fusarium damaged kernels (FDK) for wheat lines either 
homozygous resistant (R) or homozygous susceptible (S) at Fhb1 and 
homozygous resistant (R), homozygous susceptible (S) or heterozygous (H) at 2 
DL according to Xcfd233 and Xgwm608. 
 
            DON (ppm)  FDK (%) 
Fhb1  2DL  Marker  n  Mean SE  Mean  SE 
R 
R 
Xcfd233  15  6.94  0.65  6.96  0.55 
Xgwm608  25  9.94  0.719  8.91  0.54 
H 
Xcfd233  23  8.77  0.579  8.15  0.51 
Xgwm608  31  11.31  0.698  9.62  0.54 
S 
Xcfd233  26  16.29  0.877  12.79  0.63 
Xgwm608  8  16.41  1.866  13.04  1.22 
S 
R 
Xcfd233  24  10.21  0.7  11.28  0.77 
Xgwm608  31  10.77  0.61  11.23  0.63 
H 
Xcfd233  10  10.86  0.881  10.65  0.83 
Xgwm608  11  17.73  1.377  15.71  1.42 
S 
Xcfd233  30  22.93  1.19  19.11  1.01 
Xgwm608  22  23.38  1.552  19.58  1.23 
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Table 3.5: Means and standard errors (SE) for deoxynivalenol (DON) and 
percentage of damaged kernels (FDK) for wheat subpopulations and parents of the 
subpopulations. Subpopulations composed by lines either homozygous resistant 
(R) or homozygous susceptible (S) at Fhb1 and homozygous resistant (R) or 
homozygous susceptible (S) at the 2 DL QTL. Different letters indicate significant 
differences at p<0.05. Rating (%=1): percentage of field ratings that were equal to 
1. 
 
   DON  FDK 
   n  LEX  PRN  LEX  PRN 
Parents  Mean  SE  Mean  SE  Mean  SE  Mean  SE 
VA01W‐476  4  3.30 a  0.49  2.10 a  0.20  3.05 a  0.43  4.05 a  0.52 
KY93C‐1238  4  30.15 a  5.72  44.82 b  3.57  33.97 b  2.72  32.85 b  3.03 
Subpopulation 
Fhb1 R + 2DL R (SP1)  30  7.49 a  0.66  6.37 a  0.64  6.56 a  0.54  7.38 a  0.56 
Fhb1 S + 2DL R (SP2)  48  12.19 b  0.75  8.27 a  0.59  12.21 b  0.40  10.36 a  0.69 
Fhb1 R + 2DL S (SP3)  52  14.84 b  0.73  17.71 b  0.98  10.07 b  0.80  15.45 b  0.71 
Fhb1 S + 2DL S (SP4)  60  19.88 c  0.92  25.97 c  1.36  16.15 c  0.87  22.06 c  1.07 
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Table 3.6: Means and QTL effect (QTLef) for deoxynivalenol (DON) and 
percentage of damaged kernels (FDK), and percentage of lines with FHB 
ratings=1(Rating) for wheat subpopulations composed by lines either homozygous 
resistant (R) or homozygous susceptible (S) at Fhb1 and homozygous resistant (R) 
or homozygous susceptible (S) at the 2 DL QTL.  
 
Parameter Subpopulation n LEX PRN Mean QTLef 
DON 
(ppm) 
Fhb1R + 2DL R (SP1) 30 7.49 a 6.37 a 6.93 a 69.8% 
2DL R (SP1+SP2) 78 10.35 ab 7.55 a 8.95 a 54.9% 
Fhb1 R (SP1+SP3) 82 12.12 b 13.65 b 12.88 b 25.4% 
MEAN (SP1+SP2+SP3+SP4) 190 14.61 c 16.20 b 15.40 c - 
Fhb1 S + 2DL S (SP4) 60 19.88 d 25.97 d 22.93 d - 
FDK   
(%) 
Fhb1R + 2DL R (SP1) 30 6.56 a 7.38 a 6.97 a 63.5% 
2DL R (SP1+SP2) 78 10.01 b 9.24 a 9.62 b  40.4% 
Fhb1 R (SP1+SP3) 82 8.78 ab 12.56 b 10.67 b 31.7% 
MEAN (SP1+SP2+SP3+SP4) 190 11.99 c 15.02 c 13.50 c - 
Fhb1 S + 2DL S (SP4) 60 16.15 d 22.06 d 19.11 d - 
  Fhb1R + 2DL R (SP1) 30 96.7% 80.0% 88.3%   
Rating 2DL R (SP1+SP2) 78 89.7% 51.3% 70.5%   
(%=1**) Fhb1 R (SP1+SP3) 82 72.0% 68.3% 70.1%   
  MEAN (SP1+SP2+SP3+SP4) 190 70.0% 48.9% 59.5%   
  Fhb1 S + 2DL S (SP4) 60 55.0% 35.0% 45.0%   
 
*QTL effect was calculated by subtracting the mean of the subpopulation 
containing the resistance alleles from the mean of subpopulation containing the 
susceptible alleles and dividing it by the mean of the subpopulation with 
susceptible alleles [e.g. 2DL R effect= ((SP1+SP2)-(SP3+SP4))/(SP3+SP4)] 
Rating (%=1)**: percentage of field ratings that were equal to 1. Different letters 
indicate significant differences at p<0.05. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 3.7: Means and standard errors (SE) for deoxynivalenol (DON), percentage 
of damaged kernels (FDK), incidence, and severity, and percentage of field ratings equal 
to 1 (Rating) for headrows either resistant (R), heterozygote (H) and susceptible (S) at 
Fhb1 and 2DL QTL from a wheat population (PSPF3) grown at Lexington (LEX) in 2007 
and its progeny (PSPF4) at Lexington and Princeton (PRN) in 2008.  
 
         FDK  DON  Rating Incidence  Severity 
   QTL  n†  Mean  SE  Mean SE  %=1*  Mean SE  Mean  SE 
2007 
LEX 
Fhb1 R  8  17.6  5.2 16.8  5.4 62.5  39.4  8.3  17.0  2.2
Fhb1 H  20  19.1  1.0 15.5  2.0 50.0  43.9  5.0  21.4  2.3
Fhb1 S  19  23.8  1.8 21.7  2.3 21.1  57.8  5.2  21.4  1.2
2DL R  5  17.5  3.7 9.0  2.3 80.0  37.0  13.7  14.4  2.4
2DL H  11  15.2  1.1 8.2  0.5 72.7  33.2  5.1  19.1  3.7
2DL S  32  23.0  1.2 23.6  1.8 21.9  55.7  3.7  22.3  1.0
2008 
LEX 
Fhb1 R  8  20.9  4.2 23.7  5.5 37.5             
Fhb1 H  20  15.3  1.7 22.2  2.6 45.0             
Fhb1 S  19  25.5  1.9 30.3  2.2 15.8             
2DL R  5  13.2  1.4 14.8  2.2 50.0             
2DL H  11  10.6  0.9 13.5  1.3 63.6             
2DL S  32  24.9  1.5 32.1  1.7 18.8             
2008 
PRN 
Fhb1 R  8  16.4  3.6 25.1  7.1 12.5             
Fhb1 H  20  15.3  1.8 18.2  2.7 37.5             
Fhb1 S  19  26.0  2.6 33.3  4.0 18.4             
2DL R  5  10.5  2.0 11.5  2.4 40.0             
2DL H  11  10.1  0.7 11.4  1.2 18.2             
2DL S  32  24.5  1.8 32.4  2.9 25.0             
MEAN 
Fhb1 R  8  18.3  4.3 21.9  6.0 37.5             
Fhb1 H  20  16.6  1.5 18.6  2.4 44.2             
Fhb1 S  19  25.1  2.1 28.4  2.9 18.4             
2DL R  5  13.7  2.3 11.8  2.3 56.7             
2DL H  11  12.0  0.9 11.1  1.0 51.5             
2DL S  32  24.1  1.5 29.3  2.1 21.9             
 
†Note that there is a missing data point for the Fhb1 QTL, since in one headrow it 
could not be determined to which category it belonged. 
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Table 3.8: Heritabilies (h2) and their 90% confidence interval for the phenotypically 
selected wheat population (PSP) and genotypically selected wheat population (GSP) for 
deoxynivalenol level (DON) and percentage of Fusarium damaged kernels (FDK). See 
ANOVA in Tables 3.10 - 3.13). 
 
   Subpop.  n  h2  h2 90% confidence Interval  
DON 
PSP  48  0.894  0.828 ‐ 0.935 
GPS  128  0.829  0.770 ‐ 0.872 
FDK 
PSP  48  0.779  0.641 ‐ 0.864 
GPS  128  0.806  0.739 ‐ 0.855 
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Table 3.9: Mean deoxynivalenol level (DON), relative genetic gain (ΔGr) and percentage of lines 
selected from different genotypic categories: resistant for both Fhb1and the 2DL QTL (RR), 
susceptible for Fhb1 and resistant for the 2DL QTL (SR), resistant for Fhb1 and susceptible for 
the 2DL QTL (RS) and susceptible for both Fhb1and the 2DL QTL (SS). 
   DON 
(ppm) 
ΔGr 
% 
% of lines selected from each category 
   RR  SR  RS  SS 
Genotypic Selection using Fhb1 and 2DL  6.93  49%  100%  0%  0%  0% 
                    
Direct Phenotypic Selection at α=0.30  7.15  47%  67%  42%  21%  8% 
Indirect Phenotypic Selection at α=0.30  7.7  43%  63%  38%  21%  13% 
                    
Indirect Phenotypic Selection at α=0.50  9.67  28%  90%  56%  46%  27% 
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Table 3.10: Analysis of variance for deoxynivalenol (DON) content for the phenotypically 
selected wheat subpopulation in 2007 at Lexington, KY and in 2008 at Lexington, KY and 
Princeton, KY. The entry and residual mean squares were used to estimate heritability. 
 
 
Source  df  SS  MS EMS 
Year†  1  1228.87  1228.87 **
Entry  47  12645.19  269.05  ** σe2 + r σg2 
Error  46  1308.3  28.44   σe2 
Total  94  15182.36 
*p<0.05   **p<0.001 
        † The mean of Lexington and Princeton was used for 2008. 
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Table 3.11: Analysis of variance for percentage of Fusarium damaged kernels (FDK) for the 
phenotypically selected wheat subpopulation in 2007 at Lexington, KY and in 2008 at 
Lexington, KY and Princeton, KY. The entry and residual mean squares were used to estimate 
heritability. 
 
 
Source  df  SS  MS     EMS 
Year†  1  8.78  8.78      
Entry  47  5574.58  118.61 **  σe
2 + r σg
2 
Error  48  1257.48  26.20    σe
2  
Total  96  6840.84         
                 
*p<0.05   **p<0.001             
    † The mean of Lexington and Princeton was used for 2008. 
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Table 3.12: Analysis of variance for percentage of Fusarium damaged kernels (FDK) for the 
genotypically selected wheat subpopulation at Lexington, KY and Princeton, KY in 2008. The 
entry and residual mean squares were used to estimate heritability.the genotypically selected 
population. 
 
 
Source  df  SS  MS     EMS 
Loc  1  37.01 37.01      
Entry  127  19322.46 152.15 ** σe
2 + r σg
2 
Error  127  3308.3 26.05    σe
2  
Total  255  22667.77        
                 
*p<0.05   **p<0.001          
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Table 3.13: Analysis of variance for percentage of Fusarium damaged kernels (FDK) for the 
genotypically selected wheat subpopulation at Lexington, KY and Princeton, KY in 2008. The 
entry and residual mean squares were used to estimate heritability.the genotypically selected 
population. 
 
 
Source  df  SS  MS     EMS 
Loc  1  441.2 441.20      
Entry  127  12314.87 96.97 ** σe
2 + r σg
2 
Error  127  2394.59 18.86    σe
2  
Total  255  15150.66        
                 
*p<0.05   **p<0.001          
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Table 3.14: Heritabilities, genetic gains and parameters used to calculate them for a wheat 
population (SPF3) grown in Lexington in 2007 and its progeny (SPF4) grown in Lexington and 
Princeton in 2008. 
 
  
  S h2 ΔGp  ΔGp% µtop-SPp' µSPp' σSPp' hr2 ΔGr  ΔGr%
DON 
20% 0.894 -13.69 74 10.29 25.66 13.41 0.82 -15.4 60 
30% -11.35 61 11.28 0.92 -14.4 56 
FDK 
20% 0.779 -7.79 42 9.29 20.04 9.71 0.79 -10.8 54 
30% -6.46 35 9.87 0.90 -10.2 51 
 
†Percentage of the wheat population selected (S), predicted genetic gain (ΔGp), relative 
predicted genetic gain (ΔGp%), heritability (h2), top SPp F4 lines mean (µSPp’), SPp F4 mean (µSPp’), 
SPp F4 standard deviation (σSPp’), realized genetic gain (ΔGp), relative realized genetic gain 
(ΔGp%) and realized heritability (hr2). 
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Table 3.15: Analysis of variance for deoxynivalenol level (DON) for wheat 
subpopulations resistant and susceptible at the 2DL QTL grown at Lexington and 
Princenton. P-value for the 2DL QTL x environment interaction in bold.  
 
 
Source df SS MS F P-value 
Loc 1 236.21 236.21 2.56 0.1104 
Rep(Loc) 2 1271.21 635.61 6.89 0.0012 
Entry 1 10843.70 10843.70 117.55 0.0001 
Loc*Entry 1 1237.05 1237.05 13.41 0.0003 
Error 371 34223.81 92.25 
Total 376 47811.98 
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Table 3.16:Analysis of variance for percentage of Fusarium damaged kernels (FDK) for 
wheat subpopulations resistant and susceptible at the 2DL QTL grown at Lexington and 
Princenton. P-value for the 2DL QTL x environment interaction in bold.  
 
         
Source df SS MS F P-value 
Loc 1 861.06 861.06 12.40 0.0005 
Rep(Loc) 2 349.53 174.77 2.52 0.0820 
Entry 1 3927.33 3927.33 56.58 0.0001 
Loc*Entry 1 935.06 935.06 13.47 0.0003 
Error 371 25753.40 69.42    
Total 376 31826.38     
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Table 3.17: Analysis of variance for deoxynivalenol level (DON) for wheat 
subpopulations resistant and susceptible at Fhb1 grown at Lexington and Princenton. P-
value for the Fhb1 x environment interaction in bold.  
 
         
Source df SS MS F P-value 
Loc 1 237.78 237.78 1.98 0.1602 
Rep(Loc) 2 1263.63 631.82 5.26 0.0056 
Entry 1 1823.52 1823.52 15.18 0.0001 
Loc*Entry 1 0.14 0.14 0.00 0.9726 
Error 371 44554.25 120.09    
Total 376 47879.32     
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Table 3.18:Analysis of variance for percentage of Fusarium damaged kernels (FDK) for 
wheat subpopulations resistant and susceptible at Fhb1 grown at Lexington and 
Princenton. P-value for the Fhb1 x environment interaction in bold.  
 
         
Source df SS MS F P-value 
Loc 1 861.04 861.04 11.30 0.0009 
Rep(Loc) 2 349.52 174.76 2.29 0.1024 
Entry 1 2295.48 2295.48 30.12 0.0001 
Loc*Entry 1 41.52 41.52 0.54 0.4609 
Error 371 28278.78 76.22    
Total 376 31826.34     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 3.19: Field Ratings, deoxynivalenol level (DON) and percentage of Fusarium 
damaged kernels (FDK) for the genotypically selected wheat population (GSPF4) at 
Lexington, KY and Princeton, KY and the average among both locations, ranged 
according to the average DON. Marker data indicating resistance (R) or susceptible (S) 
alleles at the Fhb1 and 2DL QTL. Population parents are highlighted: VA01W-476 
(VA476) and KY93C-1238-17-2 (KY93C).  
Entry 
Marker 
Data PRN LEX Ranking 
# Fhb1 2DL Rating FDK% DON Rating FDK% DON 
578 R  R  1  2.65  1.16  1  3.96  3.95  1 
570 R  R  1  3.99  1.55  1  2.68  3.9  2 
VA 476 R  R  1  4.04  2.1  1  3.18  3.475    
48 R  R  1  3.98  3.5  1  3.02  3.25  3 
727 R  R  1  2.96  3.35  1  3.00  4  4 
547 S  R  2  8.36  4.95  1  3.01  3.1  5 
541 R  R  1  7.62  3.85  1  9.33  4.45  6 
724 R  R  1  6.08  5.9  1  2.99  2.7  7 
1051 S  R  1  5.05  3.85  1  6.02  4.9  8 
1035 S  R  1  3.32  1.6  1.5  3.98  7.6  9 
312 R  S  1  3.64  4  1  3.25  5.8  10 
288 R  R  1  6.36  6.45  1  4.71  4.1  11 
938 S  R  2  7.53  4.45  1  6.90  6.35  12 
721 S  R  2  5.91  4.2  1  16.67  6.8  13 
1058 R  R  1.5  5.35  5.4  1  5.34  6  14 
43 S  R  1.5  5.95  4.05  1  5.57  7.9  15 
262 S  R  2  6.66  4.5  1  9.02  7.6  16 
383 S  S  1  8.72  7.9  1  5.35  4.6  17 
819 R  S  1  8.11  6.15  1  8.36  8.35  18 
280 R  R  1  8.82  5.15  1  5.67  9.95  19 
88 R  S  2  9.90  8.6  1  7.91  6.55  20 
345 S  S  1.5  6.58  5.9  1.5  6.31  9.3  21 
261 R  R  2  7.33  8.05  1  5.55  7.4  22 
505 R  S  1.5  9.30  7.35  1  7.60  8.5  23 
87 S  S  2  6.98  8.15  1  5.68  8.1  24 
850 S  R  1.5  8.02  8.2  1  7.01  8.4  25 
543 S  R  2  9.69  6.4  1.5  7.90  10.7  26 
606 S  R  2.5  13.64  9.3  1  8.72  8.3  27 
601 S  R  1.5  11.66  3.9  1  11.40  14.15  28 
728 S  R  1  5.98  5.65  1.5  12.76  12.8  29 
270 R  S  1  9.65  11.6  1.5  7.28  7.85  30 
268 S  S  1  7.23  10.95  1  6.64  8.6  31 
281 R  R  1  14.73  7.45  1  7.94  12.2  32 
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Table 3.19(continued): Field Ratings, deoxynivalenol level (DON) and percentage of 
Fusarium damaged kernels (FDK) for the genotypically selected wheat population 
(GSPF4) at Lexington, KY and Princeton, KY and the average among both locations, 
ranged according to the average DON. Marker data indicating resistance (R) or 
susceptible (S) alleles at the Fhb1 and 2DL QTL. Population parents are highlighted: 
VA01W-476 (VA476) and KY93C-1238-17-2 (KY93C). 
Entry 
Marker 
Data PRN LEX Ranking 
# Fhb1 2DL Rating FDK% DON Rating FDK% DON 
935 S  R  2  10.44  7.95  1  7.97  11.75  33 
174 R  S  1  13.62  12.4  1  6.36  7.45  34 
619 R  S  2  8.63  6.4  1  5.31  13.95  35 
283 R  S  1  13.97  13.6  1  7.63  7.3  36 
817 R  R  1.5  11.37  8  1.5  9.63  13  37 
751 S  R  1.5  10.36  7.35  1  13.34  14.15  38 
813 R  R  1.5  8.29  7.1  1  10.86  14.65  39 
346 S  S  1  7.14  7.5  1  9.95  14.3  40 
723 R  R  1.5  11.00  11.5  1  9.84  10.75  41 
502 R  S  2  12.20  12.4  1  8.04  10.45  42 
652 R  S  1.5  10.46  10.75  1  10.90  12.8  43 
371 S  R  2  8.72  9.2  1  12.22  14.4  44 
753 S  R  1.5  6.57  8.1  1.5  26.95  16  45 
370 S  R  2.5  24.39  12.05  1.5  30.74  14  46 
545 S  R  2  14.61  12.6  1  12.27  14.6  47 
421 R  S  1  10.33  15.45  1.5  8.55  12.15  48 
373 S  R  1.5  13.69  8.75  1  16.06  19.6  49 
752 S  R  1.5  12.84  10.35  1  12.72  18.55  50 
812 R  R  1  9.45  16.9  1  13.95  12.1  51 
266 S  R  1  8.05  11.35  1.5  16.31  17.85  52 
611 R  S  2  14.53  11.85  1.5  10.92  18.95  53 
374 S  R  1.5  13.42  11.3  1  14.98  19.95  54 
682 S  S  2  16.74  18  1  10.60  13.55  55 
275 S  S  1  17.67  15.1  1  8.66  17.25  56 
347 S  S  2  12.16  15.7  2  20.12  17.45  57 
170 S  S  1  22.39  19.95  2  9.74  13.5  58 
966 R  S  1.5  18.37  21.25  2  5.28  12.5  59 
111 S  S  1.5  13.71  18.2  1  13.20  16.1  60 
422 R  S  1  16.49  23.5  1.5  8.29  12  61 
200 R  S  1  13.22  25.5  1.5  6.98  10.5  62 
344 R  S  1.5  8.94  13.8  1.5  14.93  22.9  63 
39 S  S  2  17.59  22.65  1.5  8.73  14.2  64 
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Table 3.19(continued): Field Ratings, deoxynivalenol level (DON) and percentage of 
Fusarium damaged kernels (FDK) for the genotypically selected wheat population 
(GSPF4) at Lexington, KY and Princeton, KY and the average among both locations, 
ranged according to the average DON. Marker data indicating resistance (R) or 
susceptible (S) alleles at the Fhb1 and 2DL QTL. Population parents are highlighted: 
VA01W-476 (VA476) and KY93C-1238-17-2 (KY93C). 
Entry 
Marker 
Data PRN LEX Ranking 
# Fhb1 2DL Rating FDK% DON Rating FDK% DON 
754 S  R  2  15.88  16.05  1.5  21.85  21.2  65 
428 R  S  1  22.95  16.75  2  11.62  20.65  66 
341 S  S  2  17.62  22.5  1.5  13.39  15.25  67 
602 S  R  2.5  18.07  22.4  1  13.61  16.3  68 
964 S  S  2  29.83  22.75  1  11.96  16  69 
963 S  S  1  21.07  20.7  2  9.55  19.25  70 
426 S  S  2  22.44  25.75  1  14.30  15.75  71 
277 R  S  1  19.51  23  2  10.73  18.6  72 
274 R  S  1  20.52  24.7  2  14.25  17.45  73 
16 R  S  2  20.37  26.05  1.5  16.11  16.85  74 
113 S  S  2  16.95  16.9  2  19.46  26.15  75 
203 R  S  1  17.17  22.2  1.5  9.91  21.85  76 
205 R  S  1  26.84  25  2  15.50  20.3  77 
11 S  S  1.5  23.79  21.55  2  14.04  24.2  78 
202 R  S  2  24.43  31.1  1  11.80  14.75  79 
209 S  S  1  17.72  22.95  1.5  13.77  23.75  80 
204 S  S  1  25.59  25.6  1.5  13.01  21.8  81 
689 R  S  1  18.30  20.55  1.5  12.45  29.65  82 
686 R  S  2  29.00  34.9  1.5  13.57  18.65  83 
948 S  S  1.5  17.49  27.05  1  23.56  27.6  84 
13 S  S  2  24.24  30.45  2.5  15.70  25.65  86 
175 R  S  1.5  21.21  31.6  2.5  15.00  24.5  85 
184 S  S  2  24.54  33.5  1.5  21.63  24.8  87 
34 S  S  2  38.16  39.05  2  16.78  20.2  88 
968 S  S  2  26.31  34.5  1.5  19.66  25.5  89 
183 S  S  2  37.95  43.8  1.5  29.95  18  90 
834 S  S  2  27.08  41.75  1.5  28.09  25.6  91 
KY93C S  S  2  32.85  44.825  2  27.13  30.15    
830 S  S  2  26.50  41.75  1.5  30.03  33.3  92 
182 S  S  2  36.73  51.65  1  24.84  27.35  93 
114 S  S  2  39.50  48.2  2  30.41  31.5  94 
832 S  S  2  51.19  58.85  1.5  29.87  37.95  95 
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Table 3.20: Field Ratings, deoxynivalenol level (DON) and percentage of Fusarium 
damaged kernels (FDK) for the genotypically selected wheat population (GSPF4) at 
Lexington, KY and Princeton, KY and the average among both locations, ranged 
according to the average FDK. Marker data indicating resistance (R) or susceptible (S) 
alleles at the Fhb1 and 2DL QTL. Population parents are highlighted: VA01W-476 
(VA476) and KY93C-1238-17-2 (KY93C). 
Entry 
Marker 
Data PRN LEX Ranking 
# Fhb1 2DL Rating FDK% DON Rating FDK% DON 
727 R  R  1  2.96  3.35  1  3.00  4  1 
578 R  R  1  2.65  1.16  1  3.96  3.95  2 
570 R  R  1  3.99  1.55  1  2.68  3.9    
312 R  S  1  3.64  4  1  3.25  5.8  3 
48 R  R  1  3.98  3.5  1  3.02  3.25  4 
VA 
476 R  R  1  4.04  2.1  1  3.18  3.475  5 
1035 S  R  1  3.32  1.6  1.5  3.98  7.6  6 
724 R  R  1  6.08  5.9  1  2.99  2.7  7 
1058 R  R  1.5  5.35  5.4  1  5.34  6  8 
288 R  R  1  6.36  6.45  1  4.71  4.1  9 
1051 S  R  1  5.05  3.85  1  6.02  4.9  10 
547 S  R  2  8.36  4.95  1  3.01  3.1  11 
43 S  R  1.5  5.95  4.05  1  5.57  7.9  12 
87 S  S  2  6.98  8.15  1  5.68  8.1  13 
261 R  R  2  7.33  8.05  1  5.55  7.4  14 
345 S  S  1.5  6.58  5.9  1.5  6.31  9.3  15 
268 S  S  1  7.23  10.95  1  6.64  8.6  16 
619 R  S  2  8.63  6.4  1  5.31  13.95  17 
383 S  S  1  8.72  7.9  1  5.35  4.6  18 
938 S  R  2  7.53  4.45  1  6.90  6.35  19 
280 R  R  1  8.82  5.15  1  5.67  9.95  20 
850 S  R  1.5  8.02  8.2  1  7.01  8.4  21 
262 S  R  2  6.66  4.5  1  9.02  7.6  22 
819 R  S  1  8.11  6.15  1  8.36  8.35  23 
505 R  S  1.5  9.30  7.35  1  7.60  8.5  24 
270 R  S  1  9.65  11.6  1.5  7.28  7.85  25 
541 R  R  1  7.62  3.85  1  9.33  4.45  26 
346 S  S  1  7.14  7.5  1  9.95  14.3  27 
543 S  R  2  9.69  6.4  1.5  7.90  10.7  28 
88 R  S  2  9.90  8.6  1  7.91  6.55  29 
935 S  R  2  10.44  7.95  1  7.97  11.75  30 
728 S  R  1  5.98  5.65  1.5  12.76  12.8  31 
421 R  S  1  10.33  15.45  1.5  8.55  12.15  32 
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Table 3.20(continued): Field Ratings, deoxynivalenol level (DON) and percentage of 
Fusarium damaged kernels (FDK) for the genotypically selected wheat population 
(GSPF4) at Lexington, KY and Princeton, KY and the average among both locations, 
ranged according to the average FDK. Marker data indicating resistance (R) or 
susceptible (S) alleles at the Fhb1 and 2DL QTL. Population parents are highlighted: 
VA01W-476 (VA476) and KY93C-1238-17-2 (KY93C). 
Entry 
Marker 
Data PRN LEX Ranking 
# Fhb1 2DL Rating FDK% DON Rating FDK% DON 
813 R  R  1.5  8.29  7.1  1  10.86  14.65  33 
174 R  S  1  13.62  12.4  1  6.36  7.45  34 
200 R  S  1  13.22  25.5  1.5  6.98  10.5  35 
502 R  S  2  12.20  12.4  1  8.04  10.45  36 
723 R  R  1.5  11.00  11.5  1  9.84  10.75  37 
371 S  R  2  8.72  9.2  1  12.22  14.4  38 
817 R  R  1.5  11.37  8  1.5  9.63  13  39 
652 R  S  1.5  10.46  10.75  1  10.90  12.8  40 
283 R  S  1  13.97  13.6  1  7.63  7.3  41 
606 S  R  2.5  13.64  9.3  1  8.72  8.3  42 
721 S  R  2  5.91  4.2  1  16.67  6.8  43 
281 R  R  1  14.73  7.45  1  7.94  12.2  44 
601 S  R  1.5  11.66  3.9  1  11.40  14.15  45 
812 R  R  1  9.45  16.9  1  13.95  12.1  46 
966 R  S  1.5  18.37  21.25  2  5.28  12.5  47 
751 S  R  1.5  10.36  7.35  1  13.34  14.15  48 
344 R  S  1.5  8.94  13.8  1.5  14.93  22.9  49 
266 S  R  1  8.05  11.35  1.5  16.31  17.85  50 
422 R  S  1  16.49  23.5  1.5  8.29  12  51 
611 R  S  2  14.53  11.85  1.5  10.92  18.95  52 
752 S  R  1.5  12.84  10.35  1  12.72  18.55  53 
39 S  S  2  17.59  22.65  1.5  8.73  14.2  54 
275 S  S  1  17.67  15.1  1  8.66  17.25  55 
545 S  R  2  14.61  12.6  1  12.27  14.6  56 
111 S  S  1.5  13.71  18.2  1  13.20  16.1  57 
203 R  S  1  17.17  22.2  1.5  9.91  21.85  58 
682 S  S  2  16.74  18  1  10.60  13.55  59 
374 S  R  1.5  13.42  11.3  1  14.98  19.95  60 
373 S  R  1.5  13.69  8.75  1  16.06  19.6  61 
277 R  S  1  19.51  23  2  10.73  18.6  62 
963 S  S  1  21.07  20.7  2  9.55  19.25  63 
689 R  S  1  18.30  20.55  1.5  12.45  29.65  64 
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Table 3.20(continued): Field Ratings, deoxynivalenol level (DON) and percentage of 
Fusarium damaged kernels (FDK) for the genotypically selected wheat population 
(GSPF4) at Lexington, KY and Princeton, KY and the average among both locations, 
ranged according to the average FDK. Marker data indicating resistance (R) or 
susceptible (S) alleles at the Fhb1 and 2DL QTL. Population parents are highlighted: 
VA01W-476 (VA476) and KY93C-1238-17-2 (KY93C). 
Entry 
Marker 
Data PRN LEX Ranking 
# Fhb1 2DL Rating FDK% DON Rating FDK% DON 
341 S  S  2  17.62  22.5  1.5  13.39  15.25  65 
209 S  S  1  17.72  22.95  1.5  13.77  23.75  66 
602 S  R  2.5  18.07  22.4  1  13.61  16.3  67 
170 S  S  1  22.39  19.95  2  9.74  13.5  68 
347 S  S  2  12.16  15.7  2  20.12  17.45  69 
753 S  R  1.5  6.57  8.1  1.5  26.95  16  70 
428 R  S  1  22.95  16.75  2  11.62  20.65  71 
274 R  S  1  20.52  24.7  2  14.25  17.45  72 
175 R  S  2  21.21  31.6  2.5  15.00  24.5  73 
202 R  S  2  24.43  31.1  1  11.80  14.75  74 
113 S  S  2  16.95  16.9  2  19.46  26.15  75 
16 R  S  2  20.37  26.05  1.5  16.11  16.85  76 
426 S  S  2  22.44  25.75  1  14.30  15.75  77 
754 S  R  2  15.88  16.05  1.5  21.85  21.2  78 
11 S  S  1.5  23.79  21.55  2  14.04  24.2  79 
204 S  S  1  25.59  25.6  1.5  13.01  21.8  80 
13 S  S  1.5  24.24  30.45  2.5  15.70  25.65  81 
948 S  S  1.5  17.49  27.05  1  23.56  27.6  82 
964 S  S  2  29.83  22.75  1  11.96  16  83 
205 R  S  1  26.84  25  2  15.50  20.3  84 
686 R  S  2  29.00  34.9  1.5  13.57  18.65  85 
968 S  S  2  26.31  34.5  1.5  19.66  25.5  86 
184 S  S  2  24.54  33.5  1.5  21.63  24.8  87 
34 S  S  2  38.16  39.05  2  16.78  20.2  88 
370 S  R  2.5  24.39  12.05  1.5  30.74  14  89 
834 S  S  2  27.08  41.75  1.5  28.09  25.6  90 
830 S  S  2  26.50  41.75  1.5  30.03  33.3  91 
KY93C S  S  2  32.85  44.825  2  27.13  30.15    
182 S  S  2  36.73  51.65  1  24.84  27.35  92 
183 S  S  2  37.95  43.8  1.5  29.95  18  93 
114 S  S  2  39.50  48.2  2  30.41  31.5  94 
832 S  S  2  51.19  58.85  1.5  29.87  37.95  95 
  
Figure 3.1: Schematic of the derivation of wheat subpopulations subjected to genotypic 
(GSP) and phenotypic (PSP) selection for scab resistance in 2007 (GSPF3 and PSPF3) and 
2008 (GSPF4 and PSPF4).   
 
GSPF3 PSPF3
2007     48 heads x 10 seeds/head = 480 F3 plants grown in greenhouse 48 heads = 48 F2:3 headrows in the scab nursery
2008
SP1 SP2 SP3 SP4
PSPF4GSPF4
F2  KY 93C-1238-17-2 / VA01W-476
15 F3:4 lines 
homozygous 
R for Fhb1   
R for 2DL
26 F3:4 lines 
homozygous 
R for Fhb1   
S for 2DL
24 F3:4 lines 
homozygous  
S for Fhb1     
R for 2DL
30 F3:4 lines 
homozygous 
S for Fhb1     
S for 2DL
48 F2:4 lines
Fhb1  and 2DL markers were run on each plant Phenotypic screening
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Figure 3.2: Scatter plot of selection rate vs. mean deoxynivalenol level (DON) of the 
selected population for direct selection based on DON ranks (I) and indirect selection 
based on FDK ranks (II), and scatter plot of selection rate vs percentage of damaged 
kernels (FDK) of the selected population for direct selection based on FDK ranks (III). 
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Figure 3.3: Scatter plot of parent vs. offspring (progeny) for deoxynivanelol level (DON) 
for a FHB-resistant x susceptible wheat population, 2007-2008.  
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Figure 3.4: Scatter plot of parent vs. offspring (progeny) for percentage of Fusarium 
damaged kernels (FDK) for a FHB-resistant x susceptible wheat population, 2007-2008.  
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Chapter 4 
 
Fusarium Head Blight Assessment through Air Separation 
 
 
Introduction 
Fusarium Head Blight (FHB), caused by Fusarium graminearum, is one of the most 
destructive diseases in wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) worldwide. Large epidemics in the 
last decade of the twentieth century severely damaged the small grain production in 
United States (McMullen et al., 1997). FHB not only affects yield, but it also reduces the 
quality of the grain by contaminating it with deoxynivalenol (DON). Contamination with 
DON has been a growing concern for wheat production and processing since it causes 
important economic losses in both sectors (McMullen et al., 1997). 
The most effective strategy in the fight against FHB is the development of resistant 
cultivars (McMullen et al., 1997; Rudd et al., 2001). This has been a very challenging 
endeavor for two reasons(i) the complexity of FHB resistance, and (ii) the difficulty and 
cost of assessing the disease. Five independent types of host resistance to FHB have been 
proposed (Mesterhazy, 1995) each requiring a different assessment method:   
(i) Resistance to initial colonization (Type I, Schroder and Christensen, 1963) is usually 
evaluated through incidence ratings after grain spawn or macroconidial spray inoculation 
(Hall, 2002). 
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(ii) The resistance to fungal spread within the spike (Type II; Schroder and Christensen, 
1963) is generally evaluated in the greenhouse by point inoculating the spikelets (i.e. 
injecting a spore suspension directly into the spikelet using a syringe, a pipet or a tuft of 
cotton) and then measuring the spread of the disease along the head (Hall, 2002), or in the 
field through the assessment of chaff symptoms (i.e. severity). The most commonly used 
source of resistance to FHB in wheat breeding programs, as well as being the most 
widely studied and characterized is that derived from the Chinese spring wheat cultivar 
‘Sumai-3’ (Rudd et al., 2001).  
 (iii) Resistance or tolerance to yield losses related to FHB (Type III; Mesterhazy, 
1995; 1999) is calculated by comparing yield data coming from plots affected by FHB 
(i.e. inoculated) with similar plots without FHB symptoms (Rudd et al., 2001).  
(iv) Resistance expressed in kernels (Type IV; Mesterhazy, 1995) is measured by 
assessing the damage to the kernels. It is considered to be resistance against reductions in 
kernel number, weight or test weight, as well as the presence of scabby grain (Rudd et al., 
2001). Type IV resistance can be assessed by measuring the percentage of FHB damaged 
kernels (FDK).  
 (v) Resistance against DON accumulation in kernels (Type V; Miller et al., 1985) can be 
assessed using different methods like DON test kits (Hall and Van Sanford, 2003) or gas 
chromatography with mass spectrometry (Mirocha et al.,1998; Fuentes et al., 2005).  
As stated before, the two main concerns related to FHB is yield loss and DON 
contamination and, thus, the most logical resistances to be assessed should be Type III 
and Type V.  However, the direct assessment of either type of resistance is particularly 
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expensive, especially when many lines need to be assessed (e.g. early generation 
material). Type III requires yield trial plots and it represent a very high cost per data 
point. On the other hand, it is impracticable in early generations when small quantities of 
seed are available. An alternative Type III assessment is to use single spikes and compare 
yield of whole spikes with yield of FHB infected spikes (Rudd et al., 2001). Still, the 
assessment of yield on a single spike scale might not correlate effectively to what 
happens on a plot scale. Type V resistance is also important, given the growing concern 
associated with DON contamination in wheat production and processing. However, DON 
analysis is expensive and time consuming when lots of lines are to be evaluated.  
From the discussion above, it can be concluded that chaff assessment (i.e. Type I and II 
resistance) and FDK (i.e. Type IV resistance) are the most feasible ways for assessing 
FHB in early generations. Although a great deal of effort has been directed towards Type 
I and Type II resistance assessment, these methodologies have important drawbacks: 
 (ii) Indirect evaluation of grain damage:  Incidence and severity represent indirect ways 
to measure grain damage and symptoms in the chaff might not be reflected exactly in the 
grain (Mesterhazy et al., 1999; Verges, 2006). 
(iii) Sampling issues: Measuring incidence and severity in all the spikes in the headrow or 
plot is highly time demanding, so the assessment has to be done in a sample. However, 
for the sample to be representative, the spikes should be randomly picked and it is 
difficult to choose spikes completely at random in an efficient manner. 
(iv) Timing of the evaluation: It is hard to determine the best moment for measuring the 
symptoms since the optimum time for evaluation might differ with genotypes (e.g. some 
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lines may express the symptoms later than others). Changes in temperature or other 
environmental factors may accelerate or delay the development of the disease and, thus, 
the optimum assessment moment will be different in each environment (Verges et al., 
2006). This timing issue might be solved by taking several weekly or daily ratings and 
then calculating the area under the disease progress curve (Hall, 2002). However, this is a 
highly time-demanding methodology that is difficult to put into practice when screening 
hundreds of plots. 
(v) Logistical issues: when the experiment includes several locations, it is difficult or 
impossible to be taking notes in more than one location at the same time depending on 
available personnel.  
Evaluation of Type IV resistance through FDK evaluation avoids the four issues 
described above:(i) it directly measures FHB damage in grain, (ii) sampling 
randomization can be easily done by mixing the grain, (iii) timing is not an issue since 
the results will not be modified depending on the time in which the assessment were done 
and (iv) there are no logistical problems since grain coming from different locations can 
be evaluated in the same place. Besides, several studies support the utility of FDK for 
FHB assessment in breeding programs. For instance, Chappell (2001) found significant 
correlations between FDK (measured by manual separation of damaged kernels) and 
DON (r2=0.21-0.90), FDK and grain volume weight (r2=0.25 – 0.52), and FDK and yield 
(r2=0.25 – 0.52) across four environments. Also, Fuentes et al. (2005) reported that 
visually estimating FDK led to a higher similarity in cultivar ranking among 
environments than incidence, disease index and DON.  
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Based on the reasons given above, it can be concluded that FDK measurement 
appears to be more efficient than chaff symptom evaluation for FHB assessment. 
Generally, FDK is measured in two ways: i) visual comparison of samples with reference 
samples (Jones and Mirocha, 1999) and ii) manual separation of damaged and healthy 
kernels (Verges et al., 2006). Visual comparison of samples is a quick way of assessing 
FDK but it is arguably too subjective. On the other hand, manual separation is less 
subjective but it is very time consuming. Thus, an FDK evaluation method that is both 
quick and objective is needed. For that purpose, several approaches could be used like 
digital image analysis (Agostinelli et al., 2007), near infrared reflectance (Delwiche and 
Hareland, 2004) and air separation (Agostinelli et al. 2007; 2008). The objective of this 
study was to evaluate a method for measuring FDK based on air separation as a novel 
technique for assessing FHB. 
 
Materials and Methods 
Plant material 
In October 2007, a population of 128 F3:4 and 48 F2:4 lines derived from a cross between 
FHB-susceptible KY93C-1238-17-2 (VA87-54-558/KY83C-004//2510) and FHB-
resistant VA01W- 476 (Roane/W14,H2) was planted in 0.46 m headrows (approximately 
15 seed per headrow) in scab nurseries located at the Spindletop Research Farm 
(38°7’37.81’’ N, 84°29’44.85’’ W; Maury silt loam [fine, mixed, semiactive, mesic 
Typic Paleudalfs]) near Lexington, KY (LEX)  and at the Western Kentucky Research 
and Educational Center (37°6’7.37’’ N, 87°52’13.62’’ W; Crider silt loam [fine-silty, 
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mixed, active, mesic Typic Paleudalfs]) near Princeton, KY (PRN). The experimental 
design at each location was a RCB with two replications. The LEX nursery had an 
overhead mist irrigation system on an automatic timer while PRN nursery was not 
irrigated. Scabby-corn inoculum was spread (30 g m-2) at both locations three weeks 
before anthesis. At PRN, plants were additionally treated with conidial suspensions 
(100,000 spores ml-1) at anthesis at a rate of 30 ml per m of row. 
Phenotyping  
In June 2008, headrows were hand harvested and threshed with a stationary thresher 
using low air strength in order not to blow out the scabby seed. Fifteen gram samples 
from each headrow were carefully cleaned manually and subsequently evaluated for FDK 
using an air separation machine specifically developed from a Precision Machine head 
thresher and a Shop-Vac vacuum to separate scabby kernels from healthy ones. The FDK 
evaluation took around 1 minute per sample and comprised the following procedure: a 
sample was loaded into the machine, air-driven elevation of the lighter portion of wheat 
(i.e. scabby seeds) occurred until it reached the top of the column where it was collected 
in a receptacle. The heavier portion of wheat (i.e. asymptomatic seeds) was suspended 
midair and did not reach the top of the column. Once the air was turned off, the 
asymptomatic seeds fell and were collected in the bottom of the column. Finally, both 
portions of the sample were weighed separately and the data was entered into a Microsoft 
Excel (2007) spread sheet that was used to calculate FDK using the following formula: 
FDK (%) = (WSS/ (WSS + WAS))*100 
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 Where, 
WSS= weight scabby seed (g) 
WAS= Weight asymptomatic seed (g)  
 The same fifteen gram samples that were manually cleaned and evaluated for 
FDK were subsequently sent in coin envelopes to the University of Minnesota DON 
testing Lab for DON analysis. There, DON concentration was determined by gas 
chromatography with mass spectrometry (GC-MS) following Mirocha et al. (1998). 
As a part of the same study, 25 spikes per headrows from 48 headrows were scored using 
an FHB index which was the product of incidence and severity. To avoid the timing issue 
discussed above, notes were taken as late as possible in the development of the disease 
(i.e. just before the spikes turned yellow). For that purpose, notes were taken when flag 
leaves were 70% or more senesced. Still, in some lines with high FHB levels, flag leaves 
stayed green after the spike turned yellow. Thus, in those lines, notes were taken when 
spikes started to senesce, though flag leaves were still green. The scored spikes were 
marked with tape, threshed separately and evaluated for FDK. 
Data Analysis 
Correlation between parameters were calculated using the regression function of 
Microsoft Excel (2007). 
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Results and Discussion 
Correlation between FDK and DON 
Figure 4.2 gives a scatter plot of FDK vs. DON for all data points and shows a 
remarkably high correlation between the two traits (r= 0.852). It could be argued that the 
lines in this study had a similar genetic background and that this fact will most likely 
increase the correlation.  However, Agostinelli et al. (2008) reported that, in a set of 
entries from the Kentucky wheat variety trial (with quite diverse genetic backgrounds), 
the correlation between FDK measured by air separation and DON was similarly high for 
fungicide treated (r=0.82) and untreated (r=0.86) plots. The high correlation between 
FDK and DON suggests that selection based on FDK can be an indirect and simple way 
to select for DON.  
FDK vs. field ratings based on chaff symptoms 
A high correlation (r=0.78) was found between FDK and the FHB index resulting from 
the product of incidence and severity (Fig. 4.3).  The correlation between the FHB index 
and DON was remarkably high (r=0.87, Fig. 4.4), but lower than the correlation between 
FDK and DON for that set of lines (r=0.92, Fig. 4.5). Similar results have been reported 
in other studies. Agostinelli et al. (2007) reported r-values of 0.70 for correlations 
between FDK (measured by air separation) and DON, and of 0.65 between FHB index 
and DON. Chappell (2001) reported r-values (averaged across four environments) of 0.55 
for correlations between FDK (measured by manual separation) and DON, and of 0.51 
between FHB index and DON. In this study, the correlation between FDK and DON was 
significant across all the four environments, but the correlation between FHB index and 
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DON was significant only in three environments. Fuentes et al (2005) reported r-values 
of 0.45 for correlations between FDK (measured by visual estimation) and DON, and 
0.37 between FHB index and DON. All these studies support the notion that FDK is a 
somewhat better predictor of DON than FHB index. This, added to the reasons discussed 
before (i.e. indirect/direct grain damage evaluation, sampling, timing of evaluation and 
logistics), suggest that FDK is a better way to assess FHB than chaff symptoms 
evaluation. Furthermore, FDK measured by air separation is quicker than FHB index 
scoring (e.g. compare 1 minute for FDK evaluation with over 5 minutes for scoring 25 
spikes).  
 
Conclusion 
As has been discussed, FHB resistance assessment is a problematic issue in wheat 
breeding programs. Chaff symptoms evaluation in the field and FDK measurement in 
seed appear as the two methodologies that can be used to assess a large number of lines.  
From the results of this study, it can be concluded that FDK is the better way to assess 
FHB in early generation materials. Given this context, FDK measured by air separation 
appears as a useful novel tool in the difficult task of assessing FHB.  
A final question is:  is it still necesary to do both FDK evaluation and detailed ratings in 
the field? From my point of view, both FDK and FHB index do not complement each 
other much and, thus, one could substitute the other. Given the better performance of 
FDK in assessing FHB, FDK evaluation and quick field ratings at early generations 
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coupled with DON screening in elite material might be the best strategy for FHB 
phenotype determination.  
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Figure 4.1: Air Separation Machine. 
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Figure 4.2: Regression of deoxinvalenol level (DON) on percentage of Fusarium 
damaged kernels (FDK) in a wheat population derived from a FHB-resistant x susceptible 
cross grown at Lexington and Princeton, KY, 2008.  
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Figure 4.3: Regression of a Fusarium head blight (FHB) index resulting from the product 
of incidence and severity on the percentage of Fusarium damaged kernels (FDK) from 48 
headrows of a wheat population derived from a FHB-resistant x susceptible cross grown 
at Lexington, KY, 2008. 
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Figure 4.4: Regression of a Fusarium head blight (FHB) index resulting from the product 
of incidence and severity on deoxynivalenol level (DON) from 48 headrows a wheat 
population derived from a FHB-resistant x susceptible cross grown at Lexington, KY, 
2008. 
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Figure 4.5: Regression of deoxynivalenol level (DON) on percentage of Fusarium 
damaged kernels (FDK) from 48 headrows of a wheat population derived from a FHB-
resistant x susceptible cross grown at Lexington, KY, 2008. 
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